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WEATHER FORECAST
and
KENTUCKY: Cloudy
colder today with rain changing .to snow. Snow tonight.
morning.
ending Thursday
Colder tonight.
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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOMX NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
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X-Ray Trailer Schedule

VA XIX; No. 227

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

'first Regional Cagf,.:: +
Tourney Op-ens r7b- i P;' kn' ite
At Murray Gymnasium

CHICAGO. March 10 (UPI- Grain and hog prices opened higher today despite government pressure to keep wheat prices down:
Wheat on the Chicago Board of
Trade opened 1-2 to 1 3-4 cents a
bushel higher. Corn was 1 to 2 3-4
cents higher, oats were up 5-8 to
1 1-2 cents and soybeans rose 1-2
to 2 3-4 cents.
The agricultu4 department late
yesterday intsited 300 flour mine to
The County Health Department announced the following schedule
file new offers on flour equivalent for the State x-ray trailer unit.
justifiably
felt
Htigh McGee
to about 8,400,000 bushels of wheat.
. March 5, 8, 9, 10-Murray State College Campus iwest of the college
proud last night when he was
The government previously had
enthusiastically' acclaimed by the
MANCHESTER, N. H., March 10 rejected bids from mills on grounds auditorium and east of the tennis courts)
6
March 11-Lynn Grove.
audience at the first public per- ('UP -Guy. Thomas E. .Dewey of their prices were too high.
Cage observers agree that the
41'
formance of the second movement New York handed Harold E. StasNlarch 12-Hazel,
Hog prices were 25 to 50 cents
Brewers Redmen will no doubt
of his "Symphony for Batid."
sen of Minnesota a decisive 6-2 set- higher per hundred pounds at the
.larch 15, 16, 17. 19-Murray west of the court square'
visit the state finals for the third
WASHINGTON, March 10 (UP)
The performance was heard at back in their initial tilt for the Re- opening of trading in Chicago. St.
X-rays will be made from 9:00 to 1200 a.m. and from 1:00 to 3116
me
tim in a row• and the fourth time
the concert of the Murray State publican presidential nomination. Louis ratorted early advances of p.m. each day except Saturday.
-Emil Sehram, President of the
in five years. after the first reCollege symphonic band last night virtualy complete returns from the
New York stock exchange, said to75 cents to $1.00. At Indianapolis
The unit will close at noon on Saterday.
gional tourney ends here Saturat the college auditorium. under* initiOn's first preferential primary
hogs sold 50 cents higher.
over 15 years of age is eligible for x-rays, and the Health day a business recession is a
Everyone.
rell, showed today.
:
the direction of Richard W. Fin
Farmers still. were keeping their
Department urges that evety resident of the county take advantage of "stronger possibility" than further
instructor.
Redmen won't See action unSix of New Hampshire's eight
livestock shipments low, despite
•
this opportunity. Children will be ,c-rayed by special request of the inflation.
McGee. a 23-year-old veteran, is delegates were solidly aligned betil,Thursday night when they are
house strike
packing
a
of
threat
the
10 (UP)- scheduled to meet Clinton for the
CHICAGO,' March
, attending college under the GI. hind Dewey.
physician.
He told' the senate finance comnext, Monday. Hogs shipped to the family
Eight veterans announced today nightcap. If they end this encounBill. He is at present a junior and
ALBANY, N. Y., March 10 (UP)
confion
be
will
reports
and
be
charge
will
of
x-rays
free
observation
The
his
made
based
he
mittee
totaled
today
12 major markets
that they had formed an organiz- ter victoriously as everyone preis majoring in voice. He plays the -Gov. Thomas E. Dewey today
57.900, compared with 81,554 last dential. It will take only one minute to make the x-ray and it is not "the latest economic developments." tion to oppose the nomination of
oboe in the college band and orch- hailed his presidential primary vicdicts, the Tarrymen will meet the
appealing
in
statement
the
made
He
necessary to remove clothing.
Wednesday.
Gen. Douglas MacArthur -for Presi- winners of the Benton-Cuba bout
estra
tory over Harold Stassen in New
for tax reduction. •
.•
the,
on
exports
grain
Meanwhile,
dent.
Although McGee has attempted Hampshire - as "encouraging" and
on Friday night.
_
"A reduction in national income,"
-Chicago Board of Trade said that
.
Pier Berger. spokSman. for the
several other compositions, this (s "heart-arming." ,
In the opening game tonight
consequent
a
"with
said.
high
to
Schram
resistance
government's
the
Dewey apparently won six of the
group, said veterans here and in Tilghman has been established as
the first which has neared comshrinkage of the government's reis having a depressing'
other cities had been contacted
pletion. He has written the first eight New Hampshire delegates. wheat prices
top-heavy favorite over Hickman,
be stronger posto
seems
venues
market.
the
on
effect
and the "plan is snowballing."
two movements for "Symphony His friends had expected "not more
while the Mayfield-Wickliffe ensibility. . . Than the chance of a
The government's program of
than five" according to adminisfor Band.''
He said -at least 500 former counter is a toss-up.
further increase in national income
flour and wheat purchases to be
PriceaDoyle. director of the fine tration sources.
servicemen- had pledged their supand government revenues."
The Cuba-Bentoa game Thursday
CHICAGO. March 10 (UP)- shipped abroad during April equals
arts department at the college, said
port within a few hours after the
bushels of
8.500.000
the
of
one
is
income
night finds the Marshall County
National
approximately
poshas
that
McGee
today
said
Stassen
E.
Harold,
that
morning
this
veterans established the organizateam favored, although the Cubs
chief barometers of'thenation's
sibilities of "going some place." his showing in theNew Hampshire wheat.
tion which will be known as vetare capable of controlling the reeconomic condition.
The ,price of wheat is important
He said the performance last night primary was a strong one and that
erans against MacArthur."
boL nds
Albert B. Futrelle, new highway the fact that sevel•al used cat dealit had not affected his national to the nation's housewives as' almost
Schram spoke in support of the
was very satisfactory.
Berger said the group opposed
The way toe clubs are paired it
David J :Gowans. bassoonist, campaign for the Republican prcsi- the greatest single influence on the patrol officer here, made his first ers here had been asked to buy it. Republican. sponsored $6.5 billion
.
MacArthur because "of his general
prices they pay for food.
appears that Brewers. will meet
major arrest yesterday when he He caught Cartwright in the col- income tax reduction bill. He replayed a Rondo from Concerto dential nomination.
use
his
people,
the
from
aloofness
Index
price
was
he
Where
TOWn
Of
The daily weighted
commended. however,-Tha (the sen"If we had just 2.000 more votes
Tilghman on Saturday. It is exfor Bassoon' by Mozart which was
captured Elbert Zed Cartwright. ored section
of •violence in 1932 to halt the
foot.
30 basic commodities, compiled
ate committee write in provisions
enthusiastically- accepted by the we would have Matt-five nut
pected that they -wit. polish ott-the---.-thief.
hie
'Washington.
in
march
veteranst.
Cartwright admitted'Thatbe sens- to reduce the capitol gains tax and
eight delegates instead Of two, by Dun and Bradstreet, dropped to
audience. . •
Opposition with a bigger margin'
The tOrest ;vas made in the foreand
Japan.
in
press
of
censorship
-ed his trail was getting hot, ea,he do away with the so-called double
275.49 yesterday. It had stood at
Membeiii- tir OW audience re- -Stassen said.
that 52-20 score handed down last
noon afnd later in the day Cartthis gives of his
purchased a bus ticket for Padu- taxation
stock the evidence
"That's how -close it was."
277.000 the day before, 282 35 a
of corporation
marked last night that the entire
spring.
wright confeesed that he had stolen
leanings."
anti-democratic
cah, leaving the stolen car parked holders.
Stassen commented oh the re- week ago, and compared with the
program was very enjoyable.
a 1939 black two-door Plymouth
The floor at Carr. Health BuildHe said the vam "stands for Gem
riejcsstreet near the Ford Garage
itiia
Farrell, the conductor, acknow- sults of yesterday's first presiden- high for the year of 308.82 set on
Theo ogiapogiala. he, seid. would Dwight_ Eisenhower._
which Futrell* bad spotted here ea
his reindem-_,-114 baa_been shortened to the exfor
not
lot
r
washe
tial
1948
However,
of
request
changprimary
while
16.
audience
January
ledged an
help promote continued high em- nation of military men who seek act size of the state tournament
town.
able to make the getaway he had ployment with a minimum of loss
an encore although he said that the ing planes at the Chicago airport.
public office on the basis of mili- floor at the Louisville Armory, and
had
he
that
said
Cartwright
for
his
enroute
was
Paul,
He
St.
from
prepared
planned.
band had not come
to the treasury. Schram said a tax tary achievements rather than civi- square backboards have been in •
RADIO". CAR stolen the car in Metropolis, M. at
OF
PLACE
BIRTH
to
where
home.
he
Philadelphia
The owner of the car, Wayne reduction is necessary because the
such an eventuality
stalled for the'tournament
lian- qualifications."
TAGS ARE NOW ON SALE AT
He Oliver of Metropolis arrived late
around midnight on Monday
will make a speech tonight.
present "almost unbearable" rates
'We feel that MacArthur will unAround 1.600 seats will go on sale
CHAMBER OF COIWMERCE
said that he was assisted by his yesterday afternoon andglidentified
stanliving
S
U.
to
threat
a
are
doubtedly engineer the biggest at 6:00 o'clock tonight, tournament
The Murray Chamber of Com- buddy. Sam Armstrong. Both the the car and was given possession
OLD ENOUGH TO KNOW 'a
s
dards.
announced.
stampede in Republican party his- manager Jim Moore
merce announced today that it still youths .are from Paducah
BOSTON 4UP'-Mrs Mary Ida
Cart- of his property. The prisoner was
Meanwhile, the house was meet- tory by a timely 'I have returned' Ewell( participating team will be alhad plenty of the plates that pub- wright glee his age as 21 and said
Stephenson Norton Young Denault,
turned over to F.B.I. agent, Kyle
ing on the military retirement bill. arrival shortly before the GOP lowed 200 seats.
licize the fact that Murray is the that he worked for the Johnson
78, was denied an annulment
Tackett of Paducah.
Admission to the First Regional
the senate continued on the Euro- national convention in June," Berbirthplace of radio. These plates Auto Parts Co. in Paducah. His
of her marriage to Charles Denault,
Futrelle was appointed state highpean Recovery Program and made ger said.
meet is 60 cents. except for the
are to be attached to the regular partner has not been apprehended
62 The probate Judge ruled that
way patrolman for this area Feb"We want to put a damper on finals when 75 cents will be chargplans for night sessions, if neceslicense plate on the automibile.
• she was a "woman of worldly
yet.
ruary 15- to replace Ochs Warren
sary.- to finish work on the mea- such a boom."
The letters, Murray. Ky., are cut
ed. All tickets must be purchased
experience" and couldn't have been
Futrelle said that he first noticed who held the position for three sure this week. These were the
Berger is 24 and a veteran of the at the door except the block alt
out letters and are in red, while the
duped into the ceremony.
the car because-44- had '47 Illinois years. Futrelle covers three coun- developmehts:
97th Infantry Division which fought toted to the participants.
words. "Birth Place of Radio". are
plates on it. Later he established ties. Calloway. Trigg and Marshall
CONDON - Undersecretary of in Europe and then was: transferred
in aluminum on a background of
Tournament officials are Sammy
Commerce William C. Foster and In occupation duty in Japan.
blue. The plate is made of cast
Brown of Bardwell and Bob PhilHe and the other seven founders lips of Wickliffe.
three other department officials
aluminum.
were called before a house un- of the vam are bachelors who live
Secretary Paul Ghokon says that
american - activities subcommittee tcgether in a house they have rentthey may be purchased at the
NAT RYAN 'HUGHES
CHICAGO, March 10 UPI.-Pr,MYSTERY SOLVED '
that is investigating Dr. Edward ed on Chicago's South side. Five
('hamber of ('ommerce office for
duce:
PEABODY. Mass. 'UP( - The
It is hoped that
U.'Condon. director of the depart- are graduate students at the Unione dollar each
Poultry: 16 trucks; firm; fryers Previous Report
101/8.74 as many people will get them as
ystery of a series of false alarms
ment's bureau of standards. At the vtrsity of Chicago. The other three
37 to 29; broilers 34 to 36; white Today's Collection
227.50 possible, as it serves a very good
was solved by Policeman William
same time, it was disclosed that are employed in the advertising I'mrock springs 41; plymouth rock
Hingston when he found a fivemedium for advertising Murray as
The sophomore class at Lynn ix Darnell': Wiggins. his assistant. public hearings of the scientist's business. All are army veterans.
springs 41: colored springs 39
6527.24 the birthplace of radio.
year-old boy-too short to reach
Total to Date
may be postponed until a
loyalty
P-Sam
B.
Myers'.
'IHurrel
(Jackie
High
present
will
Grove
School
Cheese: Twins 40 to41 1-2; single
It gets colder in some sections of the alarm box lever-sounding an
Howard,, a negro house-boy; Del- New York grand jury completes
the play. "Good Gracious, Granddasies 41 to 42; Swiss 65. to 69.•
atop a nearby
icia (Rachel Brandon', a negro its investigation of espionage. Con- Nebraska than it does in some alarm from a perch
Recruiting schedule "
Butter 514. 259 lbs: nervous: 9..1
snowdrift.
ma." Tuesday evening, March 16, house-maid; and the Messenger don has been accused of associat- parts of Alaska
PRIZE HEN
U.S. Army and Air Force recruitscore 74: 92 score 74...$0,score 74:
at 7:30 at the high school audi- Boy. (Hyland Darnell'.
ing with a,Russian spy
If R. D. Langston. South
89 *core 73 1-2. Carlota: 90 score ing officers Will be at the city hall
torium
CANDIDATE?-Senate president
whole flock
a
had
street,
Eighth
Friand
Wednesday
Monday.
each
74. 89 score 73 1-2.
Mrs. Colhmeyer. class sponsor.
Arthur H Vandenburg has decided,
AAA
his
of
one
like
hens
of
p.m.
3:00
to
A.M
9:00
from
day
Eggs: 4Whites and browns' mixNOTICE
has charge of direction.
according to friends, to keep mum
New Hampshire's, he would get
In charge of recruiting from this
ed' 16.489 cases, unsettled; extras
The cast of .characters follows:
on his white house hopes-if anythe eggs.
from
income
alzeable
a
FerSgt.
and
Garrett
"A
Sgt.
representative
the
are
of
Social
area
70 to 80 per cent A. 45 to 46; exHe
Breckenridge IClifton
until the Marshall Plan is through
The hen has been laying overtras 60 to 70 per cent A, 44 to 45; gegen from the Mayfield office.
Coleman), who hates to, work at Security Administration will be at congress.
about tvici years
fur
eggs
size
standards 42 to 43; current receipts
any time; George Breckenridge the Post Office in Murray Friday,
PRESIDENTIAL AIDE-A house
and they measure 11,," around
39 1-2. checks 38.
(Bobby Eaker), who hates the March 19, at 1:00 p.m. Any one de- labor subcommittee met to decide
The spring conference of all the dent, urges every school to send a
the long way and 6'.," the short
same; -Mrs. Lennox (Isabel Kelso',
it Parents Tea-caters Associations of I large delegation. "An enjoyable
way.
siring to file a claim for Old-Age what to do about the ,brush-off
the landlady who wants her rent;
has been getting from the white the otinty will be held' a('Harel pal-gram' hat been planned.- she
_. Cpl. Robert Guthrie, March 7.
She usually lays one every
Henlen Allen (Jerlene Lassiter, a or Survivors'Insurance benefits, or house The group twice has subBen Carter.' March 8
other day for a while, then one
High School on Thursday. March said, "and Hazel PTA. is always
daughter of a family friend: Cecile information relative to the Social penaed presidential adviser John R. 18, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs Clovis Bazzell. March 19
an excellent hostess."
about every three days. They
Allen (Janet Ke•ya. Helen's sister; Security Program may call at that Steelman whom it wants to quesAlbert Bazzell, Jr., March 23
usually, have two yolks, he said.
Lynn Grove P.T.A. will furnish -- -The County Parents Teachers
ST. LOUIS NAIONAL STOCKClancy, a police investigator. (Fel- time"
tion ow the government cafeteria the music and Kirksey P.T.A: will Association has enjoyed a pleasant
Mrs Tony Kirkland, Match 26.
YARDS. March 10 (UPP-IUSDAi
strike in Washington. But Steelman present the program and devo- and profitable year and this is the
--Livestock:
returned both subpenas with the tional.
year's
meeting to plan another
Hogs 8.300: salable 8.000 as comexplanation that Mr. Truman told
Mrs Ottis Patton, county presi- work,"',the pointed out.
pared with 13,500 yesterday. Active.
him to forget about them. The sub180 lbs up. 75 to $1 higher than
committee probably will let •(he
average Tuesday, mostly 75c higher-,
full labor committee decide what
in anytime other than beginning of Teachers Association of Murray action to take.
Lighter weights. 50 to 'Z,3c higher
SPONSOR
At a meeting this morning stuSows. 75 toll higher. Bulk of 180 dents from Murray High School
This organization fiscal year shall pay dues on basis High School and shall be chosen
Article III.
RENTS-Chairman Jesse P. Wolto 240 lbs 23.25 to 2350; top 2373 completed the first draft of a con- shall be sponsored by the Murray of 50c every 3 months.
from the county at large, consist- cott, R. Mich., said there is conone
the
least
of'
at
very sparingly. 240 to 2'70 lbs 22 to stitution for the proposed Youth High School Parent Teachers Assoof
ing
member
MEETINGS
his
within
siderable sentiment
2325: 270 to 300 Ms 21 to 22; 160 Center here.
ciation.
Article VI.
Section 1-Youth Murray High School faculty
house banking comMittee for giving
3
the
of
to 170 lbs 22.50 to 23 25; 130 to 150
Section
officers
-The
MEMBERSHIP
Center shall be open every Friday
Those who drew up the document
local rent control boards more
to 2225: 100 to 120 Ilse Were: James Sykes, Chad Stewart.
lbs 1950.
Look On The Field-Rev. C. Fosd
Article IV Section 1-The mem- and Saturday night except when Youth Center shall be elected by power
The regional Sunday School con15 to 1825: sows 450 lbs down, Olean 'Wilson, Letitia Maupin, Bet- bership of this organization shall otherwise directed by student 'coun- the members of the organization
INVESTIGATION -The senate's vention for the southwestern re- liteusner-9:45.
18 50 to 1925: over 450 lbsr--16: to ty Ji(!4n Thurman, Jennie Lou Jel- include all boys and girls in junior cil.
from the eligible list selected by new super investigating committee gion Baptist associations.wilt begin
Interview Discussion-Led by J.
the Board of Advisors.. Nomina18 50 Stags 14 to 16.
at the N. Barnette-10:05.
15,
March
evening,
Monday
lison and Rupert Parks, Jr. Adult and senior high school between the
justice
the
of
study
broad
a
began
Section 2-Special openings or
tions from the list shall be made department The senators went to Baptist Tabernacle in Paducah.
Cattle 3.700; salable 3.00; calves advisors were Mrs. A. B. Austin ages of 13 and 20, whoaremain in
Song and Announcements-11:15.
business meetings can be called at
from the floor for each of the ofgood standing, by abiding by the
1,00, all salable: steers and butcher ancl Mrs. George Hart.
Meeting Today's Needs With The
find out if there is any truth to Sessions will be held all day Tuesanytime by the majority vote of the
ficers and elections shall be made
yearlings matg up liberal proAt an open meeting sometime laws of the organization.
reports on. a jurisdictional dipole day at the Trinity Baptist Church Bible-Dr. R. G. Lee-11:20.
student council.
by the standing vote. No more
Section 2-Honorary memberships
portion of run. Market more active. this month the youth of Murray
Tuesday Afternoon: Trinity
The associations included in the
Section 3-The annual meeting of than four students shall be nomin- between Attorney General Tam
with prices generally steady with and Calloway County will vote on shall be granted to persons other
Baptist Chisieli •
southwestern region include Blood
inquiry,
The
FBI
the
and
Clark
be
the
held on ated for each teffiee.,_Sandidates
organization shall
Song Service-I:15. ---- Tuesday's close. A few loads of whether or not the constitution is than high school students.
County,
Graves
West
River,
Kensaid,
take
will
authoritive
sources
Section 3--New members shall be Or first Friday in May of_eich_ hritif eIeeted fiit-rine office are eligLeslie Gilbert-Devotional.
medium to low good steers 24 to acceptable. The proposed youth
All
and
West Union.
in vote fraud, anti-trust. civil tucky
The Sunday Morning Program2550: medium to good heifers and center will be open to city as well admitted to this organization every year for the purpose of electing of- ible for nomination for .,,other of- rights and labor cases.
this region are urged
in
churches
three months beginning with the ficers and other business.
fices.
• 15 mixed yedrlings 20 to •26; common as county teen-agers.
to send delegates to these services. W. A. Gardiner.
fiscal year.
Section 4--The Student Council
Department Conferences-Led by
OFFICERS
and medium beef beef cows 17.50
. The program follows:
CONSTITUTION OF
Article VII. Section 1--Officers shall be composed of the officers REV. TAYLOR DANIALS
DUES
Regionals Superintendents.
to 20: a few good cows to $21;
Monday Evening Session, Baptist
YOUTH CENTER
Article V. Section 1-The dues of this organization shall be the and the chairmen of the standing VISITOR IN MURRAY
Pastors and Super in tenden ts-.1.
canners and cutters 13.50 to 17;
Tabernacle, Paducah
of this organization shall be two President, First Vice President. committees.
Rev. Taylor Daniels, former pasNAME
N. Barnette
medium to good sausage bulls, 20
Song Service-7:15.
tor of the Elm
Grove Baptist
DUTIES OF OFFICERS
3:30-Dismiss.
Article I The name of this dr- (2) dollars payable annually or one Second Vice President, Secretary
to 22; beef bulls quotable to 22.50.
Department Conferences--7:30.
and Treasurer.
Article VIII. Section 1-President Church was a visitor in Murray
Tuesday Evening Session.
Good and choice venders $1 higher ganization shall be The Youth Cen- I("dollar semi-annually.
j
l5,
Sorg--8:
Section ,2-Any member whose
Section 2-The officers of this shall have general supervision over this morning. He was on his way
Trinity Church
at $24 ty 29.50; common aod- med- tel of Murray, Ky.
Message
R.
-Dr.
Lee,
G.
Memdues have been delinquent for one Youth tinter shall be elected from the business and activities of the to Nashville. Tenn, and stopped
Song Service-7:15.
OBJECTS
ium 15 to 24.
phis,
Tenn.
a het of students compiled by an organization. He shall be the chair- here to visit with some of his
Department Conferences
Article II. The object of this or- week following these dates: Sept.
Sheep 1,200, all salable; lamb
Song-805.
Tuesday Morning, Trinity Baptist
undertovvn weak. Few loads to ganization shall be: To provide en- and Feb. 1 will be automatically adult committee called the Board man .and presiding officer of the friends.
Rev. Daniels is now pastor of a
of Advisors. The Board of Advisors Student Council. He shall appoint
Message--J. N. Barnette.
Church
butchers 22.50. but not enough tertainment for the youth of Callo- dropped frtnn the organifation.
Section 3--New members taken shall be selected by the Parent
Baptist Church In Tyler, Texas.
I Song Service-9:30.
•
way County,
(Continued on Page 6/
Dismiss-9;15.
done to establish market.
•
,

Composition Is
Written By Hugh
ine...•41t. McGee, Student

ittle po

GRAIN AND HOG
PRICES OPEN
HIGHER TODAY

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, March

DEWEY WINS OVER
STASSEN IN NEW
HAMPSHIRE

RECESSION MORE Brewers Redmen Are,Top
Favorites For.Championship
LIKELY THAN
ADDED INFLATION
VETERANS FORM
ORGANIZATION TO
OPPOSE M'ARTHUR

Estelle Captures
Thief Here Yesterday

4
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I

PRODUCE

RECORD

-

•

Lynn GroveSophomores
ToPresentPlay Tuesday

County PTA Groups To
Hold Spring Conference

'Happy Birthday!

1.

I

LIVESTOCK

1

Constitution Drafted For Youth Center

RegionalSundaySchool
Convention Starts Mon.
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LIESDAY, MARCH 9, 191,,

THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

The World of Music

CENTER OF DISPUTE-Naval Unita of three.countries now dot the quiet waters around the
Falkland Islands. where. tabove,) a survey party is shown making camp at snow-covered
Port5.Lockroy, on Wieneke Island. The island group in the Antarctica is now in dispute
=long C,hile, Argentina. and Great Britain.

New York,. Feb 14 4111'1-Jahn
With the addition_of sane new
Crighton Murray. young American ballet and the return of two classiviolinist, has been urged to make cal favorites to its repertoire, the
a long-delfered recital tour of the Ballet Rusae de Monte Carlo will
United States next autumn.
open a four-week spring season at
Murray has been ulaying in Eu- the New York City Center an
rope for the last 18 months and Feb 15.
proved to be a sensation there. He
The new ballet. Ruth Page's
was acclaimed in England. Irelind. "Billy Sunday." is basea on the
Belgium. Hunan& S w i tze r land. late revivalist's sermoa on TemptaItaly and other countries as a tion Starring Alexandra Danilova
and Fredric Franklin. Miss Page's
genius.
Oddly enough. Murray has not ..work is one of the few in which
been heard to any great extent in the dancers have speaking as well
his own country. He made a suc- as dancing roles.
"Coppelia," will be perform-al
cessful debut at Town Hall in Naw
York in, 1941 and then volunteered for the first time since the comfor the Army. His career was in- pany's 1947 spring engagement.
terrupted until 1946, when he was "Gisselle" will be revived after a
discharged with the Army COM - seven years' absence from the
mendation ribbori or meritorious repertoire.
service. He had given more than
1.500 performances for 2,000 000
Wanda Landowska, foremost exfellow soldiers.
ponent of the harpsichord. is givThis coming fall, he will 1113tie ing her only New York recitals of
an extensive tour •Qf the United the season in a series of three perStates 'under the management of formances.
the National Concert and Arias . The series included for
throe
Corporation.
sucessive Wednesday evenings on
The San Antimik. .Teg.. Saina
phony Society is giving' farftairth
annual festival of opera with four
performances on Feb 14. 18, 21
and 22_
The principles are all stars of
the Metropolitian Opera. singing
their accustomed roles. The orchestra will be the San Antonio
Symphony under Max Reiter, its
regular director. The San Antonio
Municipal Auditorium holds 5.000
people, and last season's 20.000
attendance for four operas is expected to be matched.

!sirs Ivan. Guthrie actiompanied
a by-her sons: Bee and Dub, visited
aer daughter in Akron, Ohio last
week who rerlarned home with
them.
;la CIL-0-.GLIS5 CR
Oi-vis Tieas is improving from a
a'a'aa SUISPTUTE Kit
Ca.A.SS IT IS.1.Ke41ER
tonall oPeration last week
WE4I41 AND DOESN'T
'Mrs.' Grace Hicks has returned
CiaaCra OR ellatAK
to her 'home in Bruceton after
sis
ses:eral days visit with het sister
Mrs,
: Hartle Ellis and family_
Herman K ,Ellis returned home
Friday from a business trip in Ailsassippl.
Mrs. la. S. Miller is visiting with
her son, Lulie Brown and Mrs
USE LUMPER 2 lliKk
Brown.
SaCtotie
ANGLE IROsis
REST Ott latiC1
Mr aril Mrs Duncan Ellis visited
wiscie sasts IC, FRAME
TO PREVENT
last week with their son Harvey
seTriiteG
Ellis and Mrs Ellis and baby VicAcold fiaar
In.n141 Stre: lo Le..2 which will isnitint key of Dixon. Ky.
. who were weekto; every hie
ths garden. While saving money. end visitors with them and Mr. and
managed from
7. for.the owner.
Mrs. Dumas Starks.
. It is an
'Hazel Lee Boyd has returned to
areient. device.' antedating the inveatian of glass.: and the Detrnit. after a week's visa with
modern trend is taward the use of his parents Mr. and Mrs Dennis
him, unbreakable plastics.: instead Boyd's sister. clinic which will be
The T
of the glazed sash on which there
isaikely to be heavy, breakage. es- at Hazel school building next Friaay is free for x-ray of children
in high winds.
BEATING
STOKERS
15 years of age and up and for
Same inexpensive electric heat
younger by special arrangements
SHEET META-1_
vmll turn a' cold- frame Into a hatMr and Mrs. Jim Erwin visited
tsed, the order fashioned manurerelatives in
GUTTERING
Nashvill,. over the
aeated bet-bed is seldom seen weekend.
.a is not needed for most of the
SKY LIGHTS
afters Nance who has a posi• - to ._
a hich a cold frame
tem at the Murray Manufacturing
OIL BURNERS
: and • belga*
. objection.. Company was a vveeltand visitor
able dirt or order it ea be places,
tolks:Grove .sooioty of
he_
barll
.pie
easam
45Trt_
14 win 117_1Tth
.
..iwst the. lvov.str_ __Iom
COOLING
s' o Oa Wan Oat

HOluebriCerituati

A blanket invitaton to the nation
is extended by "Open Millie. in
Kentucky." house-and-garden tour
to be conducted by the states
Garden Clubs Mrs W 1. Lyons
Brown. Louisville, is tour chairman.
Outstanding homes and gardens
nal be shOwn%May 6 through
Louisville. •,Paris. Frankfort.
In
Bardstown, Shelbyville.
La wrsneeburg. Goshen. Skylight. Ghent
Carrollton
Lexington and
and
Harrodsburg will conduct their
tours May 7 and 8. At Lexington
special flower arrangements will
NorthL.PC shown in every home
ern Kentucky. never before included in a state tour will join
with the Louisville area and the
Blue Grass and present to visitors
its famous old Kentucky river
tc wns
The -Open House" list is filled
with renowned homes as "Liberty
Hall" at Frankfort, built in 1702
by John Brown. first Senator
from Kentucky, from plans designed
by his friend Thomas
Jefferson. and "Mount Brilliant"
at Lexington. built in 1792 and
famous for its 18th century furniture and its gardens Horse farms,
indigenous country houses, as weil
as the formal southern mansion,
will also be shown
Maps of the tour will be available-at information centers at The
saved.
Cpristian Service will meet next Louisville ,Autornobile Club, 800
The illustration is irpraetical. Thursday evening at 7 o'clock with- South Third Street, and at ail
"aOrAiiiiesdraeaing of a standard Mrs.. Grace Nesbitt.
Oil
Standard
stations
Service
'A'1140000 heating system was iirt -throughout the state
675 Matne Street • 07/1 ash Cold frame Standard
ed rash is, by.6 feet; but a frame 'flailed in South "Plement-- Grove
For visitors driving their own
, r.
Maio of any convenient di. Church last Saturday which was cars, routes will be plainly marked
Murriy
aseasiens. if sash- of a iuitable size expected some morrthr-agn
with numbered signs and yellow
saailable Sash covered with
Mr. and Mrs Les Jones. Mr. and arrows leading from house to
?ranspari nt
-materials is-ill Mrs. Ortis Erwin. Mr. and Mrs. R.; house in each district. Roads to
t be -crbit.l.
*anta-alana.
r. MY - arid Mrs. Grover i•-Open House- Ire good. all-paved
•
allow iiltra-vallet rays tes pane Dunn. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Broach ' highways.
thrceigh to the .plbneli
j of Murray. Mr. and Mrs Raymond . •Group - tours can be arranged
The ',woad . practica- ta-Ta-alifit-The- Story and filthily of Fulgham, Mrs. from Louisville or other centers by
frame into the around about six Hoyt . Craig and Mr,, and
•
Mrs. contacting the Oreynbund Bus
incetrk and pile earth around :it Brooks Underwood
of
Mason's Company. Louisville 2, Kentucky
__ _11 outside. for ,ansulatien Inside it Chapel" were at Pleasant Grove
Admission is to be paid at each
may be filled to ground level with Sunday and heard District Super- house that is %/relied. The general
• ••1 was a, fall or as
asiaaa the best top soil available, orathe intendent Evans of Paris preach price is 50c per house per garden.
I'd • btirst. Seipp, bitter •substance floor may be covered a th two or He took for his scripture reading though there are cases in which
rase up from my, usaaa -s•arrach three inches of cinders fit gravel, the 4th chapter of Phillippians. 50c covers both house and garden.
after meals I got INNER-AID and on which *hallow seed boxes Sense 45 men an women, bays and Mrs Brown said. Students fees are
It vaarked ipches of ii.,s .and
iflats. are placed Many pre -r girls trim Jackson. Tenn... many of half-price Net proceeds of "Open
from me. .alVaistline is way. ciawn sowing • the 1 seeds in flats. which whom were students tif Lambuth House- go to the restoration of
now. Meals are a pi
I pr.i:si
.
jcsn.
Callege-were present and favored hisfltric homes and gardens to
earned ...1Iht_Eatr..tien
"7the, sky.---Thi...e,:thiiisplanting time.
. the a-ucherice with some inspiring perpetuate for posterity Ihe landan -actual tcaiirrianlaran
'
d ice *c:,. n 'A hication In the fuli.euri.'all songs. At the close of of the ser- marks of the State.
verify it.
allay is required for the best results vices h lovely dinner was spread
INNER-AID is the- li.ew mixture land shelter frorri cold winds is for, all Among the Lambuth !du- *Ella McReynolds and
On to blurbeneficial. The top of the flat dents was a grandson of Mr. and ray where she joined
o! 12 juices treim.M-t-Lire's Herbs.
the Lambuth
has relieved meaty peopie-who-had should
toward the south. Mrs Walter' Hooper of Hazel One College choir
for the •ifternoun
neVer been teally helped he f ;re by. Heavy boards. of cypretis:' white of the young ladies was a Miss singing there
any medicine. Taken shortly before; pine, or re-wood are preferable. Hendley a grand daughter of Mr.
Bro C A Welch in his radio sermeals it mixes exi4fryour.ferat .,•tus since the frnine,will often be wet , and Mrs Prince McReynolds and mnn today at 1 pm
over WNGO
eliminating the paisuns alia• fa'ar I.arid must resist decay Winter is Ray. and Mrs. Walter Hendley. said that to have
a happy prosperrt,imach trcuble,
wi11
the time to baild a cold-frame, o ' tiro Hendley spent several of his ous Christian life one should read
bowels, clear gas from stoolaiai... - , it will be-re
to use when the l boyhood years in this vicinity. Miss the Bib!'.
' liven liver a.ricl armoire 'bid
Hendley is also a great niece of,
Ant signs of spring appear
•
Mrs May Dell Taylor is the pi'
font Ite system So don't go L .
AuteA McReynolds who with Mrs. anist for the Good Will Quartet
suffering:a Gef•41NNEH-Ap_ a Sold '• Us* our ciassineei
aas--•rsey McReynolds took her to their home which is heard over WNGO, May- • by all drtig'stores."--Adv.,
to see her great grandmother Mrs field.
get the business.

FREED COTHAM

•

Tilghman
Wed.. 7:30 PM,
Hickman
Friday. 7:10 P.M.
Mayfield
Wed., 9:00 P.M.
Wickliffe

Unite(

CHAMPIONSHIP
SAT., 11:00 P. M.
Benton
Thurs., 730 P.M.
Cuba

Au
Fii
Of

Friday. 9:00 P. M.
Brewers
Thurs., 9:00 P.M.
Clinton

it is.
ces Dr. W. E. Blackburn, head of tria." he said. "Most people haven
The poll was conducted by the! the physical sciences department.
the things we think of as man
Northwestern University psycholThe course, methods and Materi- ordinary amenities."
ogy department. It showed that 17 I als in physical science, carries a
He recalled an encounter with .i
per cent of the persons interviewed catalogue
number
physical
of
Viennese countess who asked him
had heard of the Marshall Plan.
I science 202, or education 202. It is
But 23 per cent of them-a "sur- a two credit hour course and credit for knitting needles and wool
prisingly large-anumber"-did notl may be applied in • satisfaction of that she could earn a little 1),11
know its aims, structure or mean- education requirement but not for n.uney on the ...side.
ing the university said.
science requirement. The course Is
Feb. 11. 18 and 25, is devoted to
Many Lack Clothes- Ike- first- book at-John-Sebastise Seventy-three pet -cent .cor-lbe under- the supervision of both the
-persons questior
0in -Wier, that education and the physical science -"Superficially. the - clothingSacks "Well - tempered Clavier,"'
comprising the preludes ant'fugues another war is on the way. Of that "departMents.
ation in Austria does not appea,
It will be taught by Professoi
group, 82 per cent believe it will
from Nos. 1 to 24.
as had as it is," Dr. Evans reRoberta Whitnah of the physical
come within the next 20 years.
Last year. a Northwestern poll science staff. Miss Whitnah has had marked. "Actually. the 'people wh,.
.Bruno Walker will be marking
the 25th annicersory of this Ameri- showed that only 62 per Cent an- experience in the teachings of do not have ciOthing-and they
can debut when he conducts the ticipated war during the next two physical sciences in secondary are numerous-do not venture out
schools, and the course will be ex- on the streets. Some children ai•.,
New
York
Philharmonic Sym- decades.
phony on Feb. 15. The venerable
Seventy-six per cent of the per- tremely valuable to prospective forced to miss school because th..y
have laterally no clothes to wear.conductor made his first United sons interviewed believe that the teachers, states Dr. Blackburn,
One result of inadequate food
States appearance as an orchestra United States should give as much
and clothing is that sickness is iii
leader at Carnegie Hall on Feb. aid to Europe as it can decide upon
the increase, he said. Dr. Evans
15, 1923, with the New York Sym- and afford. Food and non-military
noticed the increase cf
phony. which later was merged loans received the largest vote.
tuberculosis While he was in Graa,
with the New York Philharmonic Only seven per cent of those H
elp
the university hospital there lost
favoring aid sic willing to zo
into the present organization.
the services of four house officers
"all -the way
‘
" the un:versity said.
CINCINNATI (1.IP)-Neuro-aur- ,in a single week fromAtiberculosis
Martha Graham .will give the
Of five suggested means to
geons throughout the country have
The neuro-surgeons' fund was
first New York performance of her acheive lasting peace, the United
crganized a fund to send food and initated at a meeting. of the Acednew dance. "Night Journey" dur- Nations received the highest srote.
clothing eta- -their colleagues in
of Neurological Surgeryaalta
ing an engagement of 14 perform- the university found. However...55
Europe.
general appeal has been made l;
ances at the Maxine Elliot Theater per cent of the group voting for
Dr. Joseph P. Evans. associate all neurological surgeons of the
Feb 17 to 29. The work has been the UN felt at titesent it is
professor of surgery at the Univer- United States an Canada,
seen previously only at the _Har- doing a pour job.
say of Cincinnati, and secretary
vard University music symposium
The other four methods listed treasury of the
fund, said in an•
last May.
for achieving peace were a federal nouncing
it that many Europeans.
Miss Graham's performances are world government. a United States
not just the neuro-surgeons. are
being given as a benefit for the of Europe. increasing American
desperately - in need of American
Flying ants may be termites American National Theater and military
strength, and
sharing, help. His appeal is in addition to
possibly in your home. A FREE
Academy.
atomic secrets 11:Lth other nations. the
current nation Wide Americatt
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
Only one per cent approved Overseas
give you accurate information on
Aid and United Nations
sharing secrets of the atom bomb Appeal
the extent of termite damage in
for Children.
your property. Don't delay. call
Dr. Evans who returned recently
offer
teaching
newest - medical
techniques to physiciansain -Austria
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
with a medical m:ssion tronsarea
Phone 262
jointly by the Unitaran Service
Authorited Reeeerrntsev• of
Committee and World Health OrI 190bAo Volley Tcrownot Corp.
CHICAGO (UPI-A public opinganization I United Nations), d.e•
ion poll of the Chicago area shows
A new course for prospective scribed the plight of the people, as
As Advertised ./111, Pear'
that more than one-fourth of the teachers of physics and chemistry he saw conditiarss. tri--Auirteta.ss
people who have heard of the will be offered for the first time ''really terrible.Marshall Plan do not know what during the spring quarter; announ"Poveiffais. everyerhere lb
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American Surgeons
Organize to Send
to Europe

STOP TERMITE DAMAGE

Marshall Plan
57, _ _ ood
Gardenaub By Most People
State
South Pleasant Gtove
To Hold.open
News

PROUD SON. PHOUD PAHENTS-Bob Crosby. popular/CBS singer and band
DO lisa prOadly Inan d-oThla parer-147-W and Mrs. Harry Lillis Crosby,
laniadCasaa _nearraastiy5 aLio have another son who sings.
_

Cold Frame Is Economy Measure

Admiral Horowitz drew
the
usual packed house to his annual
piano recital at Carnegie Hall All
seats had been soldi months aga
and a special stand. like bleacher
seats, was set up on the rear of
the stage In all, abbot 3.000 persons were accommodated, which is
all the fire law allows.
The audience was rewarded with
a masterly exhibition of piarioisni
by a musician who seems to grow
in stature with the years. At the
end, here was unanimous refusal
to leave the hall No one mov
from his seat and Horwitz, was
brought back for successive encores until he mopped his brow
-stuilinaly declined-40-0e- I
thur.

Regional Tourney Schedule

Methods Course
In Chemistry,
Physics Planned
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The United Nations
will pass through your
town

a

CHIC.
duce:
Poultr:
37 to 24
rock sp
springs
Cheese
dasies 41
Butter
score 74
89 score
74. 89 Sc,
Eggs:
edi 16.4
'70 to 80
tras 110
standard
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Call 661

-

-1.1-r.-11M1!"larillin."54111115r*-

he United Nations delegates are,..
not on tour...but a train load of "rep-.
resentatives" from the nations of the
world pass through your town every
day—in freight cars.

I Eat
----Afraid To
Due -To Gassy
Upset-StomaeL

"ar

Mass transportation by rail has made
possible the vast, complex distributing
- system that gives Americans the highest standard of living in the world...
that makes every grocery, hardware
and clothing store a meeting place of
the nations of the globe.

From Australia, the Congo, distant
islands of the Pacific, China and Egypt
—from all the far-flung countries of
the world—raw materials and finished
goods pour into American sea ports
and are transported by train across our
nation to factories, warehouses and
store&

The NC&StL is proud to be ri part of
the great network of railroads that
spans the nation ... that brings the markets of the world to your frtnt door.
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Audience- Acclaims
First Performance
Of Band Symphony

e havea
as evia.

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, March

CHICAGO, March 10 (UP) Grain and hog prices opened higher today despite government pres?r with .:
sure to keep wheat prices down.
shed him
Wheat on the Chicago Board of
Trade opened 1-2 to 1 3-4 cents a
wool so
bushel higher. Corn was 1 to 2 3-4
little pin
cents higher, oats were up 5-8 to
1 1-2 cents and soybeans rose 1-2
to 2_3-4 cents.
The agriculture depart
yesterday inVited 300 flour mills to
01/Pear
file new offers on flour equivalent
Hugh McGee-' reit - justifiably
:vans reto about 8,400.000 bushels of wheat.
proud last night when he was
The government previously had
ople who
enthusiastically' acclaimed by the
10
MANCHESTER, N. H., March
rejected bids from mills on grounds
Ind they
perpublic
first
the
at
audience
itjP)-Giiv. Thomas E. Dewey of" their prices were too high.
inure out
formance of the second movement New York handed Harold E. Stas.
Hog prices Were 25 to 50 cents
ldren are
Band."
of his "Symphony for
seta of Minnesota a decisive 6-2 set- higher per hundred pounds at the
lust. they
heard
at
The performance was
back in their initial tilt for the Re- opening of trading in Chicago. St.
to wear:.
the concert, .0.a the Murra)NaState Publican presidential nomination, Louis reported early advances of
ate food
College symphonic band last night virtualy complete returns from the
75 cents to $1.00. At Indianapolis
,eSli IS on
at the college auditorium, under nation's -first preferential primary
hogs sold 50 cents higher.
r Evans
the directiOn_qf Richard W. Farrell, showed today.
Farmers still were keeping their
crease cf
instructor.
Six of New Hampshire's eight
livestock shipments low, despite
in Gras..
McGee. a 2.3-year-old veteran, is delegates were solidly aligned .bethe threat of a packing house strike
here lost
attending college under the GI. hind Dewey.
next Monday. Hogs shipped to the
is officers
Bill. He is at present a junior and
ALBANY, N. Y., March 10 (UP)
12 major markets today totaled
ierculosts
the
plays
He
voice.
in
today
majoring
Thomas
E.
Dewey
-Gov.
is
57,900, compared with 81,554 last
and was
oboe in the college band and orch- hailed his presidential primary vicWednesday.
he Acadestra.
tory over Harold Stassen in New
Meanwhile, grain exports on the
rgegyasA 7
Although McGee has attempted trampsYtire as "encouraging" and
Chicago Board of Trade said that
made 'to -.
several "other compositions,' this is "heart-warming."
resistance to High
of the
Dewey apparently won six of the the government's
the first which has neared comhaving a depressing
pletion. He has written the first eight New Hampshire delegates. wheat prices is
two' movements for "Symphony His friends had expected "not more effect on the market.
The government's program of
than five" according to adminisfor Band.flour and wheat purchases to be
Price*Doyle. director of the fine tration sources.
CHICAGO, March 10 ILIP)- shipped abroad during April equals
arts department at the college, said
nites -this morning that McGee has pos- Harold E. Stassen said today that approximately°8.500,000 bushels of
FREE
sibilities of "gOing some playa" his showing in the New Hampshire wheat.'
IN Will
The price or Wheat N important
He said the performance last night "primary was a strong one and that
ation on
It had not affected his 'national to the nation's' housewives, as almost
was very satisfactory.
nage in
David J. Gowans, bassoonist. campaign for the Republican presi- the greatest single influence on the
Lay, call
prices they pay for food.
7-played a Rondo from Concerto dential nomination.
The daily weighted 'price index
"If we had just 2,000 more votes
, for Bassoon. by Mozart which Wei
It co.
we would have won five out of of 30 basic commodities, compiled
.enthusiastically accepted by
eight delegates' instead of two," by Dun and Bradstreet, dropped to
audience.
275.49 yesterday. It had stood at
Members of the audience re- Stassen said.
"That's how close it was."
277.000 the day before. 282.35 a
'marked last night that 'the entire
Stasson commented on the re- week ago, and compared with the
program was very enjoyable.
Farrell, the conductor„acknow- ilultsocit yesterday's first presiden- high for the year of 308.82 set on
ledged an audience reeittcst for tial lielinerY of 1048 ivhile chatijr-s- JanUary 16,
ing__plaries at the Chicago airport.
an encore althotnitt
He was enroute from St_ Paul, his
band had not come prepared for
home, to Philadelphia where he MIRTH PLACE OF RADIO" CAR
such an eventuality.
TAGS ARE NOW ON SALE AT
will make a speech tonight.
CHAMBER OF..COMMERCE
OLD ENOUGH TO KNOW
The Murray Chamber of ComBOSTON (UP)-Mrs Mary Ida'
merce announced today that it still
Stephenson Norton Young Denault,
bad plenty of the plates that pub78, was denied an annulment
licize the fact that Murray is the
birthplace of radio. These plates
of her marriage to Charles Denault,
are to be attached to the regular
, 82 The probate Judge ruled that
license plate on the automobile.
she was a -woman of worldly
P.
The letters. Murray. Ky., are cut
experience" and couldn't have been
out letters and are in red, while the
77( duped into the ceremony
words. "Birth Place of Radio", are
In aluminum on a background of
blue. The plate is made of cast
aluminum.
Secretary Paul Gholson says that
By
they may be purchased at the
NAT RYAN HUGHES
(UPI-Pra10
March
CHICAGO.
Chamber of Commerce office for
duce:
one dollar each. It is hoped that
fryers
Poultry: 16 trucks; firm;
$299.74 as many people will get them as
Previous Report a,
37 to 29. broilers 34 to 36; white Today's Collection
227 50. possible, as it serves a very good
rock springs 41, plymouth rock
medium for advertising Murray as
springs 41; colored springs 39
$527.24 the birthplace of radio:
Total to Date
Cheese: Twins 40 to 41 1-2; single
.1
dasies 41 to 42; Swiss 65 to 69.5
Recruiting schedule
Butter: 514, 259 lbs. nervous; 93
PRIZE HEN
U.S. Army and Air Force recruitscote 74; ta score 74; 90 score 74;
If R. D. Langston, Solth
89 score 73 1-2. Carlots: 90 score ing officers will be at,the city hall
Eighth street, had a whole flock
each Monday, Wednesday and Fri74. 89 score 73 1-2.
•
of hens like one of his AAA
Eggs: (Whites and browns mix- day from adio a.M to 340 p.m.
New Hampshire's, he would get
In charge of recruiting from this
ed) 16.489 cases, unsettled; extras
a sizeable income from the eggs.
70 to 80 per cent A. 45 to 46: ex- area are Sgt. Garrett and Sgt. FeeThe hen has been laying overtras 60 to 70 per cent A. 44 to 45; gusen from the Mayfield office.
size eggs fur about two years
standards 42 to 43; current receipts
and they measure 8%" around
. 89 1-2; checks 38. a
the long way and ra" the short
_
.
slay
• Cpl. Robert Guthrie, March 7.
She usually lays one 'seer?
Ben Carter, March 8.
other day for a while, then one
Mrs. Clovis Bazzell, March 19.
about every three days. They
,,Albert Bazzell. Jr., March 23
usually have two yolks, he said.
ST. LOUIS NAIONAL STOCKMrs. Tany Kirkland, Merch 26.
YARDS, March 10 SUN-(USDA )
-Livestock:
Jim 8.300, salable 8.000 as compared with 13,500 yesterday. Active.,
180 lbs up. 75 to SI higher than
average Tuesday, mostly 75c higher.
. Lighter weights. 50 to '7,5c higher.
' SPONSOR
At a meeting this morning stuSows. 75 to SI higher. Bulk of 180 dents from Murray High School
Article III. This organimtion
to 240 lbs 23.25 to 2350; top 23 75 completed the first draft of a con- -shsii be sponsored by the Murray
_very sparingly. 240 to 270 lbs 22 to stitution for the proposed Youth High School Parent Teachers Asso23.25; 270 to 300 lbs 21 to 22; 160 Center here.
ciation.
to 170 lbs 22.50 to 2325; 130 to 150
MEMBERSHIP
Those who daewaup the document
to 2225; 100 to 120 lbs were: James Sykes, Chad Stewart._
lbs 1950.
Article IV, Serthin 1-The mem15 to 1825; sows 450 lbs down, Olean 'Wilson. Letitia Maupin, Bet- bership of this organization shall
18 50 to 1925; over 450 lbs 18 to ty Jean Thurman, Jennie Lou Jel- include all boys and girls in junior
'
18.$0. Stags 14 to 16.
lison and Rupert Parks, Jr. Adult and senior high school betweeq the
Cattle 3.700; salable 3.00; Calves advisors were Mrs. A. B. Austin ages of 13 and 20, who remain in
1,00, all salable; steers and butchcr and Mts. George Hart.
good standing by abiding by the
yearlings making up liberal proAt an open meeting sometime laws of the organization.
portion of run.. Market more active, this month the youth of Murray
Section 2-Honorary memberships
with prices generally steady with and Calloway County will vote on shall be granted to persons other
Tuesday's close.. A few loads of whether or not the constitution is than high,school students.
Section 3-New members shall be
medium to low good steers 24 to acceptable. The proposed youth
•
25.50; Medium to good heifers and center will be open to city as well admitted to this organization every
three months beginning with the
• mixed yearlings 20 to 26; common as_county teen-agers.
fiscal year.
and medium beef beef cows 17.50
CONATITUTION OF
DUES
to 20; a few good cows to $21;
YOUTH CENTER
Article V. Section 1--The dUes
canners and cutters 13.50 to 17;
of' this organization shall be two
NAME
medium to good saUsage bulls, 20
Article I The name of this or- (2) dollars payable annually or one
to 22; beef bulls quotable to 22.50.
Good and choice vealera El higher ganization shall be The Youth Cen- iII dollar semi-annually.
Section 2-Any, member whose
at $24 to 29.50; common and mod- ter of Murray, Ky.
dues have been delinquent for one
OBJECTS
itgn 15 to 24.
Article H. The object of this or- week following these Mates: Sept. 1,
'• Sheep 1,200, all salable; lamb
undertown weak. Few loads to ganization !Mall be: To provide en- and Feb. 1 will be automatically
butchers 22.50. but not enough tertainment for the youth of Callo- dropped from the organization_
way County.
Section 3-New members taken
done to establish market.

Composition Is
DEWEY WINS OVER
Written By Hugh
McGee, Student -STASSEN1N NEW

HAMPSHIRE

TODAY'S

+

-

PRODUCE

RECORD \

Happy Birthday!

LIVESTOCK

X.Ray

GRAIN AND HOG
PRICES OPEN
HIGHER TODAY

1.6, 1948

railer Schedule
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Futrelle Captures Car.
Thief Here Yesterday
Albert B. Futrelle, new highway the fact that several used car dealpatrol officer here, made his first l era here had been asked to buy it.
major arrest yesterday when he He caught Cartwright M the colcaptured Elbert Earl Cartwright, ored section of town whoistate was
on foot,
car thief.
Cartwright admitted that he sensThe arrest was made in the foreed his trail was getting hot, so he
noon and later in the day Cati;
purchased a bus ticket for Paduwright confessed that he had stolen
cah. leaving the stolen car parked
a 1939 black two-door Plymouth
r
near the Ford Garage
ziAstostat
which Futrelle had spotted here s.
he'ivas hot
1St
town.
able
make the getaway he had
-Cartwright said that he hid planned,
t
stolen the car itt Metropolis, Ill., at
The owner of the car. Wayne
around midnight on Monday. He Oliver of Metropolis arrived late
said that he was assisted by his yesterday afternoon and identified
buddy. Sam Armstrong. Both the the car and (Was given possession
youths are from Paducah. Cart- of his property. The prisoner was
wright gave his age as 21 and aaid burned over to F.B.I. agent. - Kyle
that he worked for the Johnson Tackett of Paducah.
Auto Parts Co.- in Paducah. His
Futrelle was appointed state highpartner has not been apprehended way patrolman for this area Febyet.
ruary 15 to replace Odie Warren
Futrelle said that he first noticed who held the position for three
the car because it had '47 Illinois years. Futrelle covers three counplates on it. Later he established ties, Calloway, Trigg "and Marshall.

Lynn GroveSophomores
ToPresentPlayTuesday
ix Darnell I; Wiggins, his assistant,
(Jackie Myers); P-Sam (Hurrel
Howard), a negro house-boy; Delicia (Rachel Brandon), a negro
house-maid; and the Messenger
Boy. (Hyland Darnell).
NOTICE •
•
"A representative of the Social
Security Administratian will be at
the Post Office in Murray. Friday,
March 19, at 1:00 p.m. Any one desiring-Is fib A. Cbilin "for Old-Age
or Survivors Insurance benefits, or
Information relative to the Social
Security Program may call at that
time."

Constitution Drafted For Youth Center
in anytime other than beginning of Teachers Association of Murray
fiscal year shall pay dues on basis High School and shall be chosen
of 50c every 3 months.
from the county- -at large, consisting of at least one member of the
MEETINGS
Article VI.
Section 1-Youth Murray High School faculty
Section 3-The officers of the
Center shall be open every Friday
and Saturday night except when Youth Center shall be elected by
otherwise directed by student coun- the members of the organization
from the eligible list selected by
cil.
the Board of Advisors
NominaSection 2-Special openings or
tions from the list shall be made
business Meetings can be called at
from the floor for each of the ofanytime by the majority vote of the
ficers and elections shall be made
student council.
by the standing vote. No more
Section 3-The annual meeting of than fouz students shall be nominthe organitation shall be held on afeell for each office. Candidates
the first Friday in May of each not elected for one office are eligyear for the purpose of electing of- ible for nomination for other officer; and other business.
fices.
Section 4-The Student Council
OFFICERS
Article VII. Section 1--Officers shall be composed of the officers
of this organization shall' be the and the chaitmen of the standing
President, First Vice President, committees.
Second Vice President, Secretary
DUTIES OF OFFICERS
and Treasitrer.
Article VIII. Section 1-President
Section 2-The officers of this retail have generail supervision over
Youth Center -shall be elected' from the business and activities of the
a list of studthits compiled by-an organization. He shall be the chairadult committee called the .Board man and presiding officer of the
of Advisors. The Board of Advisors Student Countil. He shall appoint
(Continued on Page 6)
Shall be selected by the Parent
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First Regional Cagee
•'`
ruTourney Opens ";?;Inite
At Murray Gymnasium

The County Health Depskrtment announced the following schedule
for the State x-ray trailer unit.
March 5, 8, 9, 10-Murray State College Campus (west of the college
auditorium and east of the tennis courts)
March 11-Lynn Grove,
March 12-Hazel,
7,larch 15. 16, 17, 19-Murray lwest of the court square)
X-rays will be made from 9:00 to 12:00 a.m. and from 1:00 to 3:00
p.m. each day except Saturday.
'rhe unit will close at noon on Satarday.
Everyone over 15 years of age is eligible for x-rays, and the Health
Department urges that evety resident of the county take advantage of
this opportunity. Children will be x-rayed by special request of the
family physician.
The x-rays will be made free of charge and reports will be confidential, It will take only one minute to make the x-ray and it is not
necessary Ls remove clothing.

The sophomore class at Lynn
Grove High School will present
the play, -"Good Gracious. Grandma," , Tuesday evening. March 16,
at 7:3Q at the high school auditorium
Mrs. Colhmeyer, class sponsor,
has charge of direction.
The cast of characters follows:
Henry Breckenridge iClifton
Coleman), who hates to work at
any time; George Breckenridge
(Bobby Eaker), who hates the
same; Mrs, Lennox (Isabel Kelso.),
the landlady who wants her rent;'
Henlen Allen Fjerlene Lassiter, a
daughter of a family friend: Cecile
Allen (Janet Key,. Helen's sister;
Clancy, a police investigator, (Fel-

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

and
KENTUCKY: Cloudy
colder today with rain changing to snow. Snow tonight.
ending Thursday Morning.
Colder tonight.

LIKELY
ADDED I'

Rectmen
Favorites For Champ°
. nikip

N

WASHINGTON, March 10.
-Emil, Sfhram, President of th_
New York stock exchange, said today a business recession is a
"stronger possibility" then. further

VETERANS FORM
-ORGANIZATION TO'
OP E M'ARTHUR

inflation.
He told the senate finance committee he based his observation in
"the latest economic developments."
He made the statement in appealing
for tax reduction.
-A reduction in national income,"
Schram said. "with a consequent
shrinkage of the government's revenues seems to be stronger 'possibility. . . Than tee chance of a
further increase in national income
and government revenues."
National income is one of the
chief barometers of the nation's
economic condition.
' Schram spoke in support of the
Republican sponsored $6.5 billion
income tax reduction bill. He recommended, however, tha tthe senate committee write in provisions
to reduce the capitol gains tax and
do away. with the so-called double
stock
of corporation
taxation
holders
These proposals. he said, would
help promote continued high employment ,with a. min oralrti of loss
to the treasury. 5chiliniiiia
reduction is necessary because the
present "almost unbearable" rates
are a threat to U. S. living standards.
Meanwhile, the house was meeting on the military retirement bill.
the senate continued on the European Recovery Program and made
plans ,for night sessions, if necessary,- to finish work on the measure this week. These were the
developments:
CONDON - Undersecretary of
Commerce William C. Foster and
three other deriartment officials
were called before a house unamerican activities subcommittee
that is investigating Dr. Edward
U. Condon, director of the department's bureau of standards. At the
same time, it was disclosed that
public hearings of the scientist's
loyalty may be. postponed until a
New York grand i,aur*, completes
its investigation of espionage. Condon has been accused of assoctating with a Russian spy.
CANDIDATE?-Senate president
Arthur H Vandenburg has decided,
according to friends, to keep mum
on his white house hopes-if anyuntil the Marshall Plan is through
congress.
PRESIDENTIAL AIDE-A house
labor subcommittee met to decide
what to do about the brush-off it
has been getting from the white
house The group twice has subpenaed presidential adviser John R.
Steelman whom it wants to question on the government cafeteria
strike In Washington But Steelman
rettfrned both_ subpenas with the
explanation that Mr. Truman told
him tiS forget about then, The subcommittee probably will let the
full labor committee decide what
action to take.
RENTS-Chairman Jesse P. Wolcott, R. Mich., said there is considerable sentiment within his
house banking committee for giving
local rent control boards more
power.
INVESTIGATION -The senate's
new super investigating committee
began a broad study- of the justice
department. The senators went to
find out if there is any truth to
reports on a jurisdictional dipute
between Attorney General Tom
Clark and the FBI. The inquiry,
authoritive sources said, will take
in vote fraud, anti-trust, civil
rights and labor cases,
REV. TAYLOR DANIALS
VISITOR IN MURRAY
Rev Taylor Daniels, former pastor of the Elm
Grove Baptist
Church was a visitor in Mursly
this morning He was on his way
to Nashville, Tenn. and stopped
here to visit with some of his
friends.
Rev. Denials Is now pastor of a
Baptist Church in Tyler, Texas,

Cage observers agree that the
Brealers Redmen will no doubt
visit the state finals for the,-third
time in a row and the fourth time
in five years, after the first regional tourney ends here Satur-

day'
won't see action unThe Redmen
lit Thursday night when they are
CHICAGO, March 10 (UPI- scheduled to meet Clinton for the
Eight veterans",announced today nightcap. If they end this encounthat they had formed an organiz- ter victoriously as everyone prenon to oppose the 'nomination of dicts. the Tarrymen will Meet the
Gen. Douglas MacArthtirs for Presi- winners of the Benton-Cuba bout
dent.
on Friday-night.
Paul Berger, spoksman fo the .In the opening game tonight
group, said veterans here an .4 Tilghman has been established as
other cities had been contacte
top-heavy favorite over Hickman,
and the -plan is snowballing."
while the Mayfield-Wickliffe enHe said "at least 500 former counter is a toss-up.
servicemen" had pledged their supCiaba-Bentan game Thursdby
The
'
port within a few hours after the
night finds the -Marshall County
veterans established the organiz
team favored, although the Cubs
tion which will be known. as vetare capable ofacontrolling the feerans against MacArthur."'
bounds.'
Berger said the group opposed,
The way toe cluottNare paired it
MacArthur because "of his deneral
meet,
aloofness from the peciPliT his use
is exTilghman on Saturday.
of violence . in 1932._ to halt the
pected that they will `polish ff the
veterans' march in Washington, his
opposition with a bigger margin
censorship of press in Japan. and
score handed down
the evidence this gives of his that 52-20
spring.
anti-democratic leanings."
The floor at Carr Health Sunda,
He said the yam "stands for Gen.
Dwight'.libsanisowes in his condesst- bag has,been shortened to the exnation of military then who seek act size of the state tournament
ot_tir_Lia."&villa -armory and
:niklia-,
public office on the basis of,
re Seen Di=
-liatary achievements 'rather than civi- sqpare backboarcis
lian qualifications."
stalled for the•tourrianstnt.
Around 1.600 seats will go on sale
"We feel that MacArthur will'undoubtedly engineer the Wiliest at 6:00 o'clock tonight, tournament
stampede in Republican party his- manager Jim Moore announced.
tory by a timely 'I have returned' Each participating teem will be alarrival shortly before the GOP lowed 200 seats.
national convention in ,June." BerAdmission to the First Regional
ger said.
meet is 60 cents, except for the
"We want to put a damper on finals when 75 cents will be chargsuch a boom."
ed. All tickets must be purchased
Berger is 24 and a veteran of the at the door except the block al97th Infantry Division viliich fought loted to the participants.
in Europe and then was transferred
Tournament officials are Sammy
to occupation duty in Japan.
Brown of Bardvaell and Bob PhilHe and the other seven founders lips of Wickliffe,
of the yam are bachelors who live
I.
together in a house they have rentMYSTERY SOLVED
ed on Chicago's South 'side. Five
- The
PEABODY. Maas.
are graduate students at the Univirsity of Chicago. The other three mystery of a series of false alarms
are employed in the advertising was solved by Policeman William
Hingston when he found a fivebusiness. All arr army veterans.
year-old boy-too short to reach
It gets colder in some, sections if the alarm box lever-sounding an
Nebraska than it does in some alarm from a perch atop a nearby.....
snowdrift.
parMnf

County PTA Groups To
Hold Spring Conference
The spring conference of all the
Parents Teachers Xxinetatinns of
the county will be held at Hazel
High School on Thursday: March
18, at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
,Lynn Grove P.T.A. will furnish
the music and, Kirksey P.T.A. will
present the program 'and dei:otlona I.
Mrs. Ottis Patton, county presi-

dent, urges every school to send a
large detegatirm. -An entriya b
program has been 'Planned," she
mitt "and Hazel PTA. is always
-7)
an excellent hosteas,a,
."The County Parents Teachers
Association has enjoyed a pleasant
and profitable year and this is the
meeting to plan another year's
work,- she pointed out.

lEtegioallgundaySchool
Convention Starts Mon.The regional Sunday School convention for the southwestern region Baptist associations will begia
Monday evening, March 15. at the
Baptist Tabernacle in Paducah.
Sessions will be held all day Tuesday at the Trinity Bantiat Church:
The associations included in the
southwestern region inelude Blood
River, Graves County, West Kentucky and
West Union.
All
churches in this region are urged
to send delegates to 'these services.
The program follows:
Monday Evening Session, Baptist
Tabernacle, Paducah
Song Service -7:15.
Deparknent Conferences--7:30.
Songan:15
Message-Dr. R. G.'Lee, Memphis, Tenn_
Tuesday Morning, Trinity Baptist
Church
Song Service-9:30.

Look On The Field-Rev. C. Ford
Deusner-9:45
Interview Discussion-Led by J.
N. Barnette-10:05.
Song and Announcemerite---11:15.
Meeting Today's Needs With The
Bible-Dr. R. G. Lee - - 11:20.
Tuesday Afternoon, Trinity
Baptist Church
_Song Service-1:15
Leslie Gilbert-Devotional.
.The Sunday Morning ProgramW. A. Gardinea.
Department Conferences-Led 'by
Regional Superintendents.
Pastors and Superintendents-J.
N. Barnette,
3;30-Dismiss.
Tuesday Evening Seeds% .
Trinity Church
Song Service-7:15S ,
Department Conferefices
Song-8:15.
Message -J. N. Barnette.
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' is the- most valuable person ;
in you.- communtty! In many
communities it hos come to be the
custom to select the Matt of the
Year or the Wo:n- ;
an of the Year, the
idea usually being
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light So resell tiny Advertising. Letters to the Editor
Ise-Public Voice items which la uurropittion are not for Ow best tote:est
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of our models

•

to name the person,
through a process,
of sampling of public opinion, who has
rendered the outstanding service of 1
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Great Britain,Hard Up for Labor
Gets 100,000 European Refugees

They lored_him enough to lay aside
their wcrk and hasten to the nearMiletus to see him
b). seaport of

three cents a pack would tame an
for the last time, and to bow down
addinionsl $1000.001)---tor state i•ur- I
1 in his presence end honor hint.
posts.- A proposed - soft drink taN
Why did they thus love Paul?
of one penny for each firt• cents }
mibithi yieti. aloand 43000.000 ..,n, 1 Because h• had told lhem about
! God. You need but read again the
:eta-ding to its sponsor
/ nusillY, at
regard of Paul's ministr, in that
to be
,
- thrtipociant city a E phm
•-sisses.-suosiss. us- datilaft•

it ishes to extend congratulaReidy }tendon anil to Nil% l'aul Ghobien for ....
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1k. I edger - & Times
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elm,: a No; ,..uota• auu scven or ' reminded of bow greatly he had
i eight minion dollars annually to ime,ed them in the name of Jesus.
I the slates Treamlry, and the tax -anti honored! What a tribLoved'
group wini!,1 he such as to work i ute to the worth of Christian char.
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is a -dramatic scene
fatiLisf-11.0 low: ago.
IS TRIESTE NEXTT-Comittunists, estimated at 40,000 In number, parade in a recent
Dr. Newtea picturing a coin. • dernonstratiOn in the free territory of Trieste. The Reds have served- public notice there
munity_s tribute to
that they are planning to switch from peaceful Cooperation to agitation, and 2bservera
a-truly great man, the apostle Paul.
- believe Trieste may become the next direct Communist pressure point.
Read Arts 10117-311. and you will
-have the story.
• • •
and others are learning quickly.
LOVED AND HONORED
Factory, managers, found
the
IE: first impression I get from
refugees eager- to learn and v,'ork.
this story islhe fact that these
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New arrivals are taken to hogtels operated by the government in
1 former U. S. Army or Royal Air
LONDON f UPI-The Labor gov- .
Force camps. There. treats. launernment haa brought almost 40.000
ars? facilities and recreation rooms
Communist-hating eastern Euro- are provided.
pean refugees to Britain in--the last
Because of lack of sufficient
10 mont.:Ls to help in this coonaccommodation,
the
government
the
try's desperate struggle for surBy HOMER JENKS
United Pr•esis Staff correspondent
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Just
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over the difficulties.
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There's spring In the air when 1, delicious, tender, rolled shoulder"
roast of lamb is on the table. Such a roast speaks of Faster, and all the
halms days that follow. Serve it with succulent green peas In toast cups,
and fa% orite creamed cauliflower.
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Rural Areas Need
More Health Care,
,Stomach Distress Doctors Decide
...
-CHICAGO (UP1—Doctors and
•1 Is Gone After Ten others
concerned with rural health
believe that the first steps in proi_.‘
'iding better care for farm and
Years of Suffering small
town youngsters must Oe
Sycrus and Penn State universities began their basketball series
in 1917.

recently stated that for
One
10 years he fe.t like he had a brick
in his stomach. This feeling was
due to the lump of undigested food
he always had inside of him, He
'was weak, worn out, headachy
swollen with gas and terribly con•
Recently he started takstipated
_
ing INNER-AID -and says,Lbe,- ing like' a brick in his stomach
disappeared the second day. Bowels
are regular now,sgas *id headaches
new
are gone and he' feels like
man. ,
INNER-AID is the new formula of
12 juices from Nature's Plants. It
has relieved many people who had
_never been really helped_befo_re by
any medicine. Taken 'shortly before
meals it mixes with your food, thus
eliminating the poisons that foster
-for,arla trooble
liven live; and remove old bile
ft:orn the system. So don't go on
suffering! Get INNER-AID. Sold
,
by all drug stores.

NEW FIRE POWER—At the training camp in St. Petersburg, Fla., New York Yankees
manager Bucky Harris (center) happily throws his arms over the shoulders of two pitchers
the Yanks received in trades during the off season. They are Ed Lopat (left) and Red
whom should make BuckrajOh_klittitIllOre pleasant.
• — -Embute,-both_ot
_
-

The Almo Warriors are •rrow -rff.
taxing after a very busy ball season.
A _baSketball tournament
among the high school classes is
being held this week. Five members of the ball team were recently
awarded sweaters for their outstanding ability as ball players.
They are Charles Burkeen, Ronald
Borkeen, Cortel Chaney, Franklin
Rushing, arid Ronald Thompson—
all seniors.
Miss Rebecca' Roberts, a senior,
entertained the Junior. and . Senior
classes with a party at her home in
Almo, Tuesday night, An enjoyable evening was reported by all.
The children in the lower grades
have been quite busy for the past
week selling flower and garden
seeds.
The Sophomore class of Almo
will present a three-act play, "Hi
and Sis in New York", on Friday
nigh!. March 12. at 7:30 p.m. in
the high school auditorium. The
cast of characters include; Mrs.
Huntley Jackson. a woman of mystery, Nellie Mae Marshall; Rose
Turner, her maid. Patty Joyce Burkeen; Jane Jackson, her daughter,
Sean Futrell; Mrs. Belle Bingham, a neighbor, Nita Jane Allen;
"Sis" Spooner. from Joggins Anse-

French Expert Teaching America
How to Appreciate Its Own Wine
1UP)—
ST. HELENA, CAL
Would you like to know how to
taste wine?
Andre Tchelistcheff.` formerly of
the research staff of the National
Agronomic Institute of Paris, lectures California's dry wine experts
here regularly on the appreciation of their own product.

taken locally.
Speakers before 300 delegates at
a meeting of the National Conference on Rural Health here emphasiged the need for teamwork
among loV agencies.
Councils or committees coordinating the work of municipal
and -school officials, doctors and
medical personell. church and
welfare officals were proposed.
Action was Railed for by one report which said that medical tacitties available for farm children
can't compare with what city
youngsters have.
Three doctors among the many
speakers • particularly emphasized
the need for bringing various ta!ents available -locally into a working unit.
F-L'_149enths Hinsdale,
Mich... found the rural health picture "sadly dismal." He said 10.000.000 people,in the Linked States.
most of thernisilural areas: do not

which ones you prefer and analthe reasons you prefer them, non. Mary Kathryn Smith: Mickey
before you try your palate on the Donovan, from the East Side of
delicate dry wines."
New York, Charles Starks; "Hi"
Process Is Gradual
Hawkins, from Joggins Junction,
An appreciation of fine wines.
Franklin Jones; Maggie Donovan,
says Tchelistch'eff, is necessarily
Bishop;
Mickey's mother, June
based upon familiarity with ordin"Patches", an orphan girl, Euple
ary wines. The process of appreciBurkeen; Trixie LaBelle, an actation is gradual. He believes the
ress, Youlanda McClure; a Detecpalate
average American, whose
tive, Junior Cleaver; Philip West,
does not_ have as high an initial
a young lawyer. Billy Ray Robregister as the European who has
erts; Mrs. Philip West. Anne
consumed wines as part of the regCrouse. This rollicking, comedy iS,
ular diet since childhood, should
being giyen under the direction of
move from the sweet wines to the
Mrs. Marian Rickardson.
vins'ordinaire," the low-priced table
wines, and establish his .preference
among them.
The most difficult wines for determining are the delicate white
dry wines. says Tchenstcheff-the
Rieslings. the Pinots Chardonnay
and the Chablis types. This final
list does not include the sweet
Sautehnes, so popular with the,
-Amer-lean tosie,---which in Tehelifttheff's estimation is a comparatively easy wine to classify as to
quality because of its definite characteristics as compared to the -more
delicate attributes of the dry
whites.
'There is no great mystery .to
wine appreciation," Tchelistcheff
asserts. "It does not take generations to develop the palate, as some
Europeans would have you believe:*
but just a little careful sipping' of
one wine against the other..a little
common sense and a comparison of
what the eyes and the sensory
perceptions tell you."

>ze

His students are the vintners of
the state's top flight wineries in
the Napa Valley, including Beallieu Inglenook, Louis M. Martial,
Cresta Blanca. Larkmead. Freemark Abbey and Souverain cellers.
The desire -to increase the quality of American wines on .the part
ot the experts who made them has
been accentuated by the devaluation of the French franc and the
expected invasion in force of European wines at low prices.
HOW_Cki_ yoU tell a _stop-fligitt
wine from a wine just ordinarily
rood?
How to Start
--suirrin with a sherry or muscatel." says the 46-year-old Tchelistcheff. now head of the Napa
Valley Enological Research Laooratory here. "Try the sweet wines
of that class first because the perTESTING SURVIVAL RATION—One of the. 11 volunteer
fume and tastes are most easily
enlisted men munches on part of a day's ration of bisculta
detected.
and water that will be the special diet used during a six-week
"Establish the primitive tastes
test to develop a survival ration for military and civilian use.
first. Then bring all your sensory
The test Is being conducted by the New York Medical College
perceptions to bear, your eyes as
Research Unit at the Metropolitan Hospital on Welfare
Well as your palate.
•
Island, N. Y.
"Look for clarity, brilliance and
color reflection in the wine If it is
have: a local health department. cialists to travel through the sherry, look for the brownish orMany places are without doctors, country areas. giving courses to ange tinge.
"For testing and tasting. take a
nurses or X-ray services. he re- practicing physicians and other
medical •vorkers. Pitou said. The quarter of a wine glass only. Don't
ported.
ce'
Moench suggested that the best consultants don't work with pa- swallow the wine- intended for
testing until you are out of the CATTLE BRANDS DYING OUT
approach was to form a local tients.
amateur
class in wine appreciation.
HOUSTON. Tex. tUPI—A picturadopted
should
be
with
system
The
school health committee
local health agencies represen d nation-wide to improve medical or the after-taste will serve to con- esque division of the county clerk's
That would provide the start, he service in sparsely-settled areas, fuse you. The after-taste itself Ai office is fast dying out. Only 3.500
-at
a final part of wine testing when cattle brands are registered, comhe said.
said.
you have graduated to the finer pared with 25,000 on file in Harris
If you need extra sash for seed. fertiDr.- H. B. Mulholland. Chai-and more delicate wines.
County four years ago. Some
liser, machine hire, equipment or reof
the
comVa
.
member
lottsville.
"Become thoroughly acquainted brands on the recording section go
pairs, live stock or other things to lay
mittee on rural medical service of
with the sherries, muscatels and all the way back to the days of
the ground work for a bumper crop. and
the American Medical Associatidn,
phone
o bumper snconte this year
Well the sun is shining and we sweet wines wines first, decide the Republic of Texas.
and Dr. Dean F. Smiley, Consul- have a beautiful Lord's day, and
or cosmic and gel a friendly cosh loon
tant. Tor the American Health had a large crowd at Green Plains
You'll is, ow prompt, confidential
AssociStion. endorsed the idea in
service
for Lord's day worship. The new
"
seperate talks.
:0
building is almost complete and
counlocal
health
Both men said
is very nice.
UP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY
cils should include parents. -teachHuston Miller visited Edd Harers, doctors, city officials.- and mon Sunday afternoon.
other groups. They agreed that the
Howard Tidwell and wife visited
council -mold make co-ordinated his sister Saturday.
attack and meet situations which
Misses Era and Vera Miller and
no one single agency could handle. Mrs. Eva Farris spent Wednesday
NEXT DOOR TO PEOPLES BANK
Mulholland said active health of last week with their uncle Hus5011 Main Street : Murray
councils were at work fri Alabama. ton Miller and wife. Mrs. Herman
PHONE 11116
M. C. ELLIS, Mgr.
North Carolina. Virginia: West Vir- and Howard Tidwell were afterginia and Vermont.
noon callers
Doctors"
. wives announced thay
Huston, Miller and Herman Tidwere starting a program of health well delivered their tobacco last
education for _the _public. Mn. Diatace A. Allen, president of the
We were so sorry about the death
women's auxiliary of the American of Suet Edmonds' daughter.
Medic-al Association, revealed the
Mr. fonzo Fakes o fthis complan at the conference.
munity died
while visiting his
members
through daughter in Arkansas last Friday.
"Auxiliary
their affiliation with the' physician
Mrs. Laurine Thompson. Mattie
COME IN AND LET US GIVE YOU A COMPLETE
and close contact with medical Shipley, Mollie Thompson, Elna
DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAMOUS
problems_ are eminent•qualified Shackelford and Hattie McClain
to disseminate healttLiWimation spent Thursday with Mrs. Cleo
to the .publie." she _said.
Bucy -and Mrs. Bob Alexander..,
'One way Louisiana and MissisMrs. Adra Alexander is better
sippi aro meeting the problem of and up doing her work.
training doctors who work In rural
Mrs.. Flossie Miller spent Friday
areas are described by Dr. R. V. ttith her mother and family.
ritoti. New Orleans, head of Ole
Edgar St. John hauled slabs to
department of pediatrics of Tulane burn a plant bed Friday afternoon.
University.
Herman Tidwell and . wife and
The two states send child spe- son and Mr. and Mrs. Howard were
bedtime guests of Huston Miller
Wednesday night.
Little Mists Phillis Ann has been
your
You will live with
v,isiting her grandparents Mr. and.
long-time
new range a
Mrs. Charley Culp the past week.
Your dresses and your family's clothing will be
-so we suggest you
Carl Lamb and wife were Sunshop and compare. Sec
expertly and safely if you have them
cleaned
day
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the Tappan! There's a
Elna Harmon,
wealth of conveniences
JONES CLEANERS way.
cleaned
the
COMO Aleak
to make your kitchen
Mrs. Lisse Stubblefield is still
hours easier--more enjoyable. Famous
very poorly.
NO OIL~MN
for its beauty, your new Tappan
Sorrow to learn of Aubry 'Car—OF COMM
A little Va-tro-nol
will be the envy of your friends.
In each nostril mon's bad luck. Hope his hand
quickly opens up soort gets well—Bull Dog
nasal passages to relieve stuffy translent congestion. Makes breathing
Mrs. A. Carman is in Clinton
Phone 1177 -easier. Incites testrat veer! Works
105 North Fourth Street
Phone 567
100 North Fifth
Site! . . . Orand for relieving BMA!, visiting her mother Mrs W. A.
distress of head colds. Try it! Follon Clark who Is recovering from a
HOWARD JONES, Distric' Manager
package.
directions in the
broken hip sustained in a fall last
November.
,

-

- A friendly loan
Will helphiiou raise
The kind of crop
That really pays
13ift Dafat
C)

PIGLETS' CHOW CALL—Tom Brouillette, a 4-H Cliff member of Water/111e, N. Y., plays nursemaid to 10 five-day-Old
pigs born on his farm. The mother sow is kept separated
from the piglets because of her bad disposition.

J53111153101
1113A3Ild
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Of course it's right!
Of rourse it's bright!
Of course it's by . . .

Green Creek News

egraelihti*IPL.0.9,qRPORATION

Before you buy at Range

TaPIP211

LET JONES CLEANERS GET
YOUR CLOTHES READY
FOR EASTER SUNDAY

JONES CLEANERS.

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY, Inc.

VICK/I 11A120-11011,

We carry a
large
stock
of
SWANSDOWN
SUITS
a

See it
advertised in
MADEMOISELLE

COATS
in new Spring
shades

It's Outs Exclusivelyl

VINCENT'S
NORTH SIDE SQUARE
MAYFIELD, KT.
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Take Care of Blankets

Locals

QAVE the beautiful ribbon binding on your tine St. Marys blankets and'
protect the blanket by bastkig a pretty chintz cover in place. You
will reduce the laundering and the dry-cleaning bills and add lovely
color to your bedroom decorating scheme with a blanket protector.
Make the blanket protector of chintz to match the
draperies and 34e:fliers in
the bedroom. Or make a
chintz or cretonne Bounce
for the bed, cover the headboard and make the blare
ket protector of matching
fabric.
•
Easy To Make
Cut one piece of chintz
twenty and one.halt inches
wide and seventy•two
inches long. (You need two
yards of chintz for this). Rey double-fold bias trim
tape to match one of the
colors in the chintz For
instance for rose, green
and white chintz, use
either rose or green bias
tape. Use cotton thread to
match this percale tape
Cut pieces of the bias
trim tape the same length
as the chintz strip. Fit the
tape on each of the two
long edges of the chintz,
baste each in place, then
stitch. Now fold the chintz
In half lengthwise, wrong
sides together, edges even.
Baste these ends together,
press Bind the lastest ends
and across the creased top
lle•ter•th St Mel; ranier
with bias trim, turning end
_of the tape ne_atly under and fastenelilatkeover as often
Mg with a stitch.
.
necessary to keep it softly fresh
tasy To Use
ean Tour blanket watt/Ong
Slip the top of the blanket into will be reduced to half with, this
this chintz cover Baste .the cover protector to keep,the upper part of
lu - place on the blanket.
the blanket clean.

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Editor -- PHONE 374-M
•

—••

Activities

Murray Woman's Citibi Lois Waterfield To Hold Business
Juniors Elect
Meeting Thursday
Officers For Year
The general buereeee a:geoids of
the Murray Worneres Club will be
held at
o'clock Thursday Alit--'noon.
All members are expeefed- to attend at which tinie officers for the
conung car v.
17,

'The Lists Waterfiele Juniors .
the Woodmen Circle met Fehru,..
26.-in the --Waodfhen Halt"
The meeting was opened by the •
was Is ores mow 0144166146
ritualistic wtirli with eight officers
Mrs. Wilhelmina Longtree. alto the darkness. He'd had an ultimaarid four team members present
tells this story laid In Westgate tum that day about the debt., and
All members joined en the birt, he thought It was some one who
on Puget Sound. is dismayed
day program honoring Lela J. r,
when her grandson Roger. after had followed hun to carry out the
a quarrel with his fialleeC. Cath- threats. I sent for Roger a few days
erine Page. marries and brings later and explained it all to him
The -newly elected officers
borne a night-club singer. Penel- That's why he wouldn't tell Grit*11
the comiree year ate:
ope, who once created havoc in whom he had chased."
Mary Ellis, past president. Bs ey
I could tielieve that Michael had
Westgate and caused the disapWedn.sday, March lu
pearance of her fiance. Sonny told tne truth. for I saw no reason
Arts and Crafts Clab will meet Pittman. prespfent: Dorothy Parkregrets
his
soon
why
he should have murdered
at 2:30 with Mrs. R. T. Wells, Hazel er. vice-preselent, Bettye Ann Nix. Roark. Roger Penelope refuses
Penelope. What I couldn't undersecretary: Patsy Rue land, attend; marriage, but
Rd.
his request for a divorce. That stand was Gilbert's confession.
The Wssley ServiCe Guild of the ant: 'Frances Rains. asestant at- evening. Mrs. 1ongtree and her What had prompted it? What did
tendant
.
Carolyn
color
Carroway.
First. Methodist Church will meet
friend Judge Havoc find Penel- Gilbert know of the events of that
Mary
Atk:ns.
banner . ope murdered in the rose arbor'. night? I was completely bewilat 7.30 with Mrs Charles Mason hearer:
bearer;
Je
Horton.
chaplain:
Peggy
Roger has disappeared. The next dered.
Baker, Broad street.
returns, saying he
Then, in my effort to puzzle
Illharsday.illaras
- Outlend, inner guard: Joan Crider.' morning, he
knocked out by a prowler he things out. I suddenly remembered
The general business meeting- or outer guard: Leah Dell Hopkins. I was
District Attorney Grisell my conversation with A ureli a
ca tai'• Mary
Atkins. musiiciane; chased.
is slcepticaL On two nights eosin Roark a few days before. The Idea,
J, a
srds. health: Lelia Jane'
W urpaills Cub xv.1:: le. beet_
after the murder, Mrs. Longtree she had put into my head at that
rifeness. Aunt Rowlami, is mystified by a blinking -light time toot More dellnitesfiape. AR I
o'cleck.
c....ess else Grey Grugare service. in an abandoned brewery across turned it over in my mind. it
Ilsarselaf.-March 12
A Girl Scout party -will be held
At:ci t'le business sessiere Abe ; the bay. Then. one evening. Cath- seemed to me I had found the one
brother Michael sle. ar- possible explanation to link the
at -the heme of Miss Sue Parker at •
:• _ ..d three visitors enjoy- erine's
rested-charged with the murder. murder and the shooting in the
_ tent pen_
•
ri 4 --WiitCh 1..tate
"MISS
youngster is wearing the "Miss
Grisell. who has come to the brewery.
Saturday. eilarels 13
•
were served by Mre. Longtree house with judge
.Brummel" dress designed by TrUde '01 C'alifutnia. Featuring
HEN
Dr.
Wooster
arrived
to
. The Weride14-Oury Chapter of the •
W
junket supervrior.
Havoc, says there's evidence that
a waffle pique, weskit, and eyelet embroidery trim, it Is
• i Michael was the man Roger
dress Roger's hand. I hurried
DAR will meet at 2:30 with Mrs." •
easily and crisply laundered.
Roger's
that,
With
1.)wri,tairs
and
took
°risen
and
chased.
. W. E. Blaekburn, 1627 Miller Ave•
confesses
glibly
Gilbert
Then.
brother
Judge
Havoc
into
the
library.
nue. Mime Mikired Hatcher of Pato the murder. but Grisell deesn t I told them my theory, mentioning
ducah seill bs guest speaKer.
believe him. Then, word is re- the light I had seen in tete brewery ciente, on top of a coffin. He probTkeseass *larch id
ceived that the night watchman on two occasions and also the Ably figured iEat tirez-nth would
The 'f.,ieseserseeseseesee
if the
at the brewery, Jorgenson. has sounds Jorgenson had heard on his
W.S.0 S.' of the First Methodiat
been attacked by an intruder first night there. I could see that ie. :scare/Lae:wing, buried alive arid
Church will meet at 2:30:
whom he succeeding in wound- , the Judge was impressed, but Gris- 4..ratit. However. TEW people keel;
i
The el rey
ing. A few minutes later. Roger ell was inclined to scoff.
Circle 1. Mrs. N. A. Waldrop. met at
coflinsi around these days exce,it
eel ek e .•,
"Sonny Riaark hasn't been hearck Linder takers.
1).1 Mu Chapter of Tau
walks in. his right hand dripping
-chistreneres at the h,,rne c.f --lers.- Mrs We er?rt,7 Huts,
,
:t
for
from
years!"
he
commented.
blood:
Phi Lambda &.riirity of the WoodGeergenSmeth C:!.;eees,, will' be
, -In the
'Ases, tur'epearis
"Your theory seems slightly far0
Mrs. Prentice Cla,...-i•v. i,•.d Sirs. J
fetched. Mrs. Longtree. Wouldn't it eelieved" that if you. wrapped
CHAPTER XIX
preeen:
•
Ellis Hayes Monday' evening
WC.-sr, ,,r.d p; c..-:„,n. :,..asi,1, Mt S i.
strange
if he e.e
be
couki come back cloths in a' lion s skin they were Mrs.
ere
eee...,
ereeresey
me-were.
being
3
0
wlthout
sir.
Mr ROGER stopped short in the
at 4:
p.m.
F. E Ct.-n and reeoge I4'
'rd,
e'
gake'The Fiench
e
.
_
used to,-p ut !her
51.?-.
n Mr and;
The presideist. Faye Sell*: An-.
doorway and.stared at us. nized?»
(ere,;;' el. - Feel!,rt T•-Rey. and
•
clothes
in
a-wooden
boa.
and
throw
Mrs
Dfrit
andDr.
at'
over
"A
good
ds-raen.
;presided
over
the
handkerchief
many
things
-ha
-Ire
*
hapregular
He held a
eh...her-es
h .n ,
i • F..it a handful of pine conea."
`
,businegs meeting at which time the
no Out:, e. C .e. ,• e , 1.c:ll be Mrs IlLts.s., Gue,:s Nil-ere Mr. a,, . his bleedie hand: His glance pened that are strange." I remind-" '
ed han
Did that work? s
Pe.a•‘.1,. 6,1;and- „ind Mr
rAnnuel -National Inspection of the
r o m Catherine to
traveled
Th J
-Only, if the -box was air-tight sonirity was held. It was decided
• Hit..i.n.s,
i ;Ai 1 4 ,,,f_.::. ..i......tr. Afri...'i' ' 1-"d -. !'•:e.
Gri:sell to me and the others. said. -so you suggest that Sonny
ed the clothes were clean 'eaten that 100 pe1.• cent of the chapter
i •Mr.- aliei Mrs Out-...in 1 I.
R. A es:a ...• es
.
He gave a short laugh. "What Roark. learning of Pcnelope's mar- '
a:se:reside. The setae thing eppliee membership would join the weland
Co-0e
the
through
riace
newspapers
I.- Rho& te, the- Weil: "
goes
on"
-1 -- s'-se
•- •
Catherine said. "Roger. where nursing a desire for revenge. re- si paper bags and ceder ehesis fare- club for 1948. A donation for
_
chairn-..r...-t
0. Mrs. /Lill Ptire fere:lab
Horvi
_ have you been?" Her voice sounded turned to murder her and. since : ew. C.edar chests, if they - are the American Red- Cross was.a
Rea.ehe co !Mel 11`
-then. has been hiding in the brew- _raid with at least 3-4 'inch of provedsmall and stifled; -"._
hastess ai.- :see Jere- preA sl ssee aseg,r.
sloop. I darned cry. wattine•for a chance to dis- neartwood cedar. tend to discoure
on
the
"Working
Following the business meeting
..„,„ gram
:IP.
rved
- .
a
i
e
nh
l
"
as
a
c
o
r
rn
appear
What'a
..-4
near scraped my hand off.
s
visienac delicious refreshments were sent-.
been there." I re- ', are
- the appetite of any
'
the matter?' ,
-,
tftii-the hoetess.
'Thew_ Clriselfed to sudden. ediesn "St-trireme dee perate moue!) moths.
next reednarebellnefiefene
fs.
;
-- *,—Motliteelhe and crYsials Like the
action. He stepped forward. waving to try to kill'letrzeneorrin f5edee '
-seeees ___
erig will be held- April. 3.2 at the
pit-e
That long finger of his in Roger's escape identification And je I had iesees, oeeekemsese
anything to say about it. I *Mild i
e..-ele of Mrs Guthrie Churchill
sface.
"You'll have to do better than not sleep lee n 1 g h t tuitil I hael
leave"
searched
the
'
*hat!" he snapped.
-3111aireb 16. Weirte,-1,,y -Chapel. Mr
Tte Judsze putted on' his cigar.
e."Mr. °risen."
cut in emotes-.
"Not
a
bad
idea.
that."
"there Is a time and place frtr
Wf-1113 Sut'efe '""akert from
Relatives gatherect
At/ant& Ga
everything. It's quite evident You
don't care a snap whether or not IL-ST then, Dr. Wooster passed
recital
Mr
A. L
to 'celebrate
Mr Boss
me grandson bleeds to death. If u through the hall on his way out.
Steve.
La
's.
ciar'lle••
oirthiley whieh wee
Grisell called to him. "Come in
you will excuse ue, and if someone .
sisted by H. y H•ries and Pat
Doctor. There's eednethine I want
will call the doctor ..."
Thix•e present were eve
ceogeatl. 1.7c, e 15
"I understand yaur feelings. Mrs. to ask you." As the doctor stepped
M:
Car%:- and'
March 12, Fricliq-Alph,, Psi OrneLiinatree," he said. "Unfortunate- into the room, he remarked. "Most
Will:am
Carter
and.
"
• unfortunate. Mr.Longtree's wound:
ga, initiation beneest at club
e,
„
house A.C.E. fern f,
Judge Havoc said quietly. "Let I hope it's nothing serious?"
Train- al
"..
"1.3
Ms. r .n
The doctor smiled. "Not much
Lester
and
Mrs
him have 111.4 hand attended to."
_eine school in litu -'•,:.rit.irt. 4:30' St:
„
. doeishter. Cpl
and Mrs
Reber:
The district attorney hesiSated. More so than a dozen accidents he
to 3:30 pan. .
and daughters. Mr. • and then shrugged. "Very well. I can had as a boy." :
March 13. Saturday-.St patix•k.s`
"What would you my was the
1 Mrs. R:eba Dunn and ts:.. M: . ,-.1 wait."
tusrY Audeeit c,,-t.'„,
_t.
- -- ••
,u,
cause of it?"
“WhY. I thought Roger told you
March 14. Sundt-re--Cr at fixt:pn," in Mrs. Shelhe Dotson. AV''''
and I took Roger
Jennings Tax: :' audttortum at • 2:30 p.m. three- i Mr. and .Mrs.
Nie. upstairs. - While we washed his he was working on the sloop-"
i family. Others 'callers d4r_r.g, t':-.e hand, we teed hint about the
"Yes. -of course." Crisell cut In
ted by Mr. Putrriate
_. -_ _, . !eveturig_werg Mr. and Mr, Lyn-. 7"..,. shooting in the brewery. Once the "You must understand, Doctor. I
have
a reason for askew. Let me
I Dix-,,n and Dale.
•
'
' blood wa.s removed, his injury did
Prof. Albert Tracy and hie:
bate team will leave t•amer-Itow de- t -Me,.--Bazzell's'of ..,„ • net appear serious. It was a long. put it thLs way. Is it" within the
fur
his. realm of po.s.sibility t14t the wound
clear. rash aeross the side
phoned at neen e
could have been caused by-say. a
Lexineior..and will return Suoday ch“"ge..1(
'
'
'.a happy birthday.
hand.
.
;
ling
his
Dad
bullet?"
evening.
"Look here, Aunt William." he
The doctor blinked. eA bullet? I
said. "Yeu believe I was down on suppose it Could have been. A graze
Dr. arid Mrs. Weoclfra Hue.
the sloop, don't you"
-Yes, it could be possible. But I'm
family have es their
"Don't ask me what I think." I
seeing I think it was.'
this 'week Mrs. Hutsen's parer.'" replied tartly. "Of all nights. you not
- My heart sank. The seriou.sness
•
j Mr. arid Mrs. Aletander C. 3..k
would have to pick this one to come at Loger's position was all too aphome covered with blood!"
Chire of Louisville. -•
_ . My theory that
Parent tot, me
When I told.,him of Michael's ar- Sonny
••
rr was responsible for
rest
and
Gilbert's
confeesion.
he
- - 1 Dr•-and Mrs -A. H. Titsworth
, the murder paled beside the doefrowned,
tor's statement. Again. I saieeiristheir iunchecire guests toeLy M.,
it he mid. "Why sses long arm reaching our ft don't
get
"I
Ifiuts Wrthington and sec,
r• did Gil do that To save Michael?"
Roger.
if Mayfield and - Dr. Titswur•!.
I stared at him."Do you meen to
After the doctor was gone. Grit•i auLt.. Mrs Hiram 'Werthingnin
say you think Miefilite is guilty?"
ell picked up his hat and turned to
' Lzikek,t,•• r.orida.
He didn't answer. but Catherine. Judge Havoc,
[. looking frightened, turned to me.
. • •
"well," he said. "I'm going font's true that Michael was in have a talk with Jorgenson at the
US? OUT cliessinea
aas---inse
and
night
was
arbor
that
the
the
hospital."
set ea hairiness'.
man Roger chased." she said. "You
"Don't you want to have a look
remember that threats had been at the tnewely first?" asked Judge
•
made on .hts life because of that Havoc.
'
gambling debt. He told me that, in
"No. I'll send efollison to do
his deeperation, he came over here that."
to-treeta_bagrow the- morico-from
lerel-witit-henet bow in my direr..Penelope, but he said she was dead Con.°risen went out,
when he went Into the arbor." "Why did he run from Roger and
- • t To bet-mann/4h
teen hit. him ant
. the :bead?" I (The characters In this serial arc
asked.
e
• ".
fictitious)
"He didn't recognize Roger in
mom,, mit es Dees, SI. JObel,
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HAYS & FI1ELDER
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Foods
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LOOK OVER OUR NEW 1948 PATrERNS

Moths Hard to Kill But if Lucky,
You Can Wrek TheirAppetites

from her role_of_lls.riet"

.in "alaiiE

•

COME
IN
TODAY

VAR

"BLONDIE'S ANNIVERSARY"
THURSDAY
One Day Only
Fresh
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Vreha.ve something for every roorniin the house.,
STRIPES, FLORALS and FIGURES
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Eke
Can
Stee
Ape
Men
Bedi
Pier

We have everything you will need to make your home
look like new
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Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
North Fifth Street

SOLON SHACKELFORD, Owner
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and Save Mosley
NOTICE-In accordance with Ken- ELECTRIC WIRING and SERVICE,
tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and A.B C. Washers, A.B. apartment
25.200: Notice is hereby given that electric ranges, electric irons, and
a report of Erline Wright, deceased,
Electric
DONT FORGET our Auto Auction settlement of accounts was on Feb- , small appliances-Jones
Ky.t.
Boyd
Sale every Saturoay beginning at ruary 23, 1948, filed by J. M. Vena- I Shop, Lynn Grove.
Jones. owner.
ASO
10.30, ram or shine. $2.00 if they bler admr., and that the same has
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
Anybody can sell
anybody can
lie over for exceptions. Any person
ouy -Main Sheet Car Exchange desiring to file any exception thereAna
Auction
Co
Huoitinsyille I) will do so on or before March LOST-Bulova sweep-second watch
f 22. 1948. or be forever barred. Wit- with black dial. Call 503-R. MlOp
ICY

Notices

j

I

ness my hand this 23rd day of Feb-

Ifewto -

Atte'
'reek

•

NOTICE - LOOK - LISTENDuring this cold weather is the
time to have your refrigerator
completely gone over and any
trouble corrected-repainteii, belts,
gaskets, etc. replaced and avoid
trouble .in hot weather;-Carter
Sales and Service, Tel ,1,4, Paris,
Tenn.
o
Marl%

•

BALDWIN-The official piano for
today's great artists, radio Stations,

colleges, school and sym:
phony orchestras. Let us tell you
* how easy it is to own a Baldwin.=nem.

Feezle Piano Sales, 323 South 7th.
Mayfield, Ky.
Ale
NOTICE-In accordance with Kentucky Statutes; Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of R. E. Mathis, deceased,
settlement of accounts was on February 23, 1948, filed by Lee Mathis.
adtnr., and-that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County
Court and filed to lie over for exceptions. Any person desiring to
filz any exceptinn thereto will do
so on or before March 22, 1948, or

be forever barred. •" Witness my
hand this 23rd day of February.
1948. By Lcster Nanny, County
Court Cl,:rk, Calloway County,
KM31131Ckgr.

•

W-11410p

NOTICE--In accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice IS hereby given that
a report of Erline Cochran, minor,
settlement of accounts, was on February 23. 1948, filed by Charlie
Cochran. grin:, and that the same
has been eppreved -by-the-CallowayCounty Court and ordered filed to
, Lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception
to will do eo on or before
o Mirth 22, 1943. or be foreinn barWitness
my hand this 23rd
-` _red.
day of February. 1948. By Lester
-.ea..• Nanny, County Court Clerk, Cello_
•
way County, Ky.
•
to NOTICE-In accordance With
lucky Statutes. Sections 23.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of Calvin G. Hall, minor.
rettlement of accounts was on February 23, 1948, filed by Sonnie Garland, gdro, and that the same hae
been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do So on or before March
Isi" 22. 1948, or be forever barred. Witness my hand this 23rd day of February, 1048. By Lester Nanny, County Court Clerk, Calloway County,
, Kentucky.

ruary, 1948.
By
Lester Nanny,
County Court Clerk, Calloway
County, Ky.
M-MlOp
,

I

Lost and Found1

I

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

ID -Ciller, name
31 -Pronoun
33-Goddess of
discord
aii-aoonet than

For Rent

1

ST/4S STS' D A OR C A vpfze
BE E F'75 5P1.
D R AM
A iT
N
SEER
LE
L AIR
MM A
AS
E
A

35-Egyptian goddess
36-Vegetable
37-Rear of ship's
keel
39-Rodent
40-City In Germany
43-011n t
44-To marry
46-Observes
47-Comes Into sight
51-Bodies of water
54-Young actresses
54-Kind of bean
57-Headpleces
56-Wyoming labbr.1
59-Cosy

1-To venture
II- Woman's Utle
i abbe
4-Cloth made from
bark
13
13-Gave sympathy
11- Amounts Owed
15-Order
1S-410 p'# Jell
TO- Wager
Si- Covered
14-Small bundles

/NSW= TO FOIT1OUS PUZZLE

RI
T

DOWN
1-Performed
3-Part of "to be"

tell the
"I'll
world why," he of 6ct he'd probably pitch free
growled. -"Vic Rasehi and I won against his,former teammates and
the pennant for•them. Their regu- from the 'mood old Bobo's in that
lars couldn't win and we carried would really be something to see.
them itt when they needed it. So
The man who came to dinner is
what happened? They had the grill drooling at the prospect.
to vote me a three-quarter series

-Why every time I walked out on
field I beat Boston," Bob,.
barked, with his usual modes:,
"Oh, I know it wasn't the regulais
who did it to me. It was some of
those guys who sat in the bench all

10

3-Thefts
4-11055•0 1Pr.)

Sunday visitors of Mrs. Alpie Tidwell.
Attic and Carlene Lamb were •
Sunday guests of Mr. and illigee Earl Lamb and family.
Kii:kland is spendilitt-'with Mr. and Wks.
Will Wrather.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie SAow spent •
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Snow.
Mrs Perry Lamb, gave a quilting
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Warren and
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs. Truman Pea Sunday. Afternoon callers
were Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cude.
M

several

share.

Calldwater News I

•

Tany

days

•

Several relatives gathered in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Novil Penseason and pinch nit once a week." dergrass Sunday afternoon.
Newsom professes with great digCpl. and Mrs. Robert Guthrie and
nity that he isn't worried about
daughters spent Saturday night
getting a Job at a recorded age of
with Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Turner
37 end a probable 41.
and family.
The mhdern hotel is an Arneri- ' ll be in baseball and not in the
Mrs. Errett Bazzell and daughter can invention. although the first
minors, eitIrr." he promised, -rye
are visiting relatives in Nebraska, -inn- was opened in Lydia during
lood ,evc•reil offers which Tin con_ • Mr. and. Mrs. Euell Lamb
it the seventh century B. C., The-- stderinz-rill not out after Friday night with Mrs. Mettle
word "hotel" was first used by them._ They'll come to old Bobo- - Jones and
Lois.
Joseph Corte: a Neu% York
"Eyery spring - each club has give
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Tidwell were keeper. in 1790.
•

It-Master of
NOTIC-1n accordance with Ken- FOR RENT-Two apartments at 501
ceremonies
5
b
1 • 2 3ii
"
9
tucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Chestnut St. See Mrs. Dyer. NI.9p
'abbr.
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
6-Fabulous bird
IL
7-8ocial climber
a report of Dora P. Wright, deceas•
IS-He sang
ed. settlement of accounts was on
CIVIL SERVICE JOBS at
"titwillow"
//,
rg
9-Wang
February 23, 1948, filed by J. M.
The U. S. Civil Service Commis10-Writing radget
Venable, admr, and that the same sion today announced,an examine11-To compute
has been approved by the Callo34-Seagull
'Von for filling Health Program
Vi
16-Location
way County Court and ordered fil27
2
2f
#10'
Specialist
Irm
irt
positions
in
the
19-Biological
Public
factors
ed to lie over for exceptions. Any
31 -Greek pillar
person desiring to file any excep- Health Service, in Washington, D.
-0:47°29
22-Rabbits
Id .
23-Daggers
throughout the
United
tion thereto will do so on or before C. and
tooki2s. all of whom are going to
25-Cloth
March 22, 1948. or be forever bar- States.
1
35
55 2
, 4
52
win 15 games. They're lucky If
36-Part of flower
red. Witness my hand this 23rd day
27-To strike
Age limits for Health Program
they get one."
30-Deep parts of
of February, 1948. By LesteroNan- Specialist
36
The bulbous Hobo's only worry is
positions paying $3,397
ocean
ny, County Court Clerk, Calloway
V
.g''?
33-Meat pins
that . most clubs thinks he wants
,
i
44
143
'Si)
County, Ky..
35-Highlander
W-1110p are 18 to 45 tears, and for the posi•1i"
tions paying higher salaries, from
the U.S. mint tu sign.
41-Man's name
s
-Old Spanish 0010
"I don't want a mIllion, just a
FREE-Young dog. Half wire halt 18,to 62 years. These age limits are
45-Sketched
good deal," he said. "But I'll get
and- half beagle. Fine for a pet Waived for, persons entitled to vetresidue
47-Pint
50
418
re7
it back for them in three or four
Gentle. Call 374-M.
M10 eran preference.
443-Parent-teachere
t;iri ,
tnization
Further information and applicagames. Listen, I'm in the best
oe•
tion forms may be seetired from
shape in years and I'll show them
45-Bit of butter
50-PM pen
the Commission's Locer Secretary,
old Robe's got it for at least .one
5/
se
Of
52-Plightless. bird
Mr.'Valentine located at the Post
more year.
63-To hang down
56-Thus
OW ST 18404 •••..* 0•••••‘..
"With a little hitting 111 win 15
ROUGH LUMBER - Poplar and Office, Murray.
•
games this season."
oak. All lengths. Uniform width.,
Most of his offers, Hobo indicated,
end thickness. Accurately sawn.
have come from 'the National"
See John A. Nance, Nance Bros.,
League. But You c.In sense behind
New Concord, Içy.
IdlOp
genial South Carolinian when he the seething of the usuelly-affable
By OSCAR FRALEY
considers .the report Abet. the .Scbu_thaLhe'd like to
United Press Sports Writer
FOR SALE-Popular -brand cigaroktay in the
Yanks voluntarily gave him his re- Arderican League.
ettes, 15c with purchase. 1 quart
ORLANDO, Fla., March 10 11.1P1 lease.
Because that's where the YanMarco Penn motor oil Free with
Murray, Kentucky
-Louis Norman I Bobo) Newman.
"I wouldn't play for them." Bob kees play and Newsom would like
each oil drain. Pay for 4 quarts
HOUSTON, Tex. (UPi-The bat- self-acknowledged "world's greatmeasurc
.
of
raved.
"They
me
a
contract
sent
revenge.
get
-Always
5 quarts
and
As a matter 1‘
less. tleship Texas
a Navy veteran that est pitcher," blasted the New York
and I've still got it. But I asked
Martin Oil Co.. Second and Main has
seen action in two wars, is Yankees today as he blamed Gen„.....
e•agemimmeamemeame,
for
Weise
my
release.
the
night of
St., Murray, Ky.
M27c scheduled to begin her last voyage
eral Manager George Weiss for the fast world series victory party
March 15-a voyage to the San
keeping him on the spring honking sjye phoned and wired a_
KIRBY VACUUM CLEANERSJacinto. Tea,, battlefield near hereiidelines"lóithi first time in 201 tines during the' winter trying to
Sales and Service. If it's Kirby,
Naval authorities' said the 34- years
THOIRSDAY NIGHT
it's the Best. Phone 1120-J. 708
get it.
year-old fighter, now outmoded
A8
Main.
Old Bobo, a behemoth in B.V.D.'s.
"Think
at 8:00 O'clock
the
Yanks
me
a
played
for further active service, will be
is playing the mari-Wheo game,
-ar
erag-tititir-liV -flare
ACROSONIC towed behind a tug from her pres- dinner at the camp of. the WashBALDWIN
bush
before sprmg training opened beSPINETS. Seven itIforent styles ent anchorage at Norfolk., Va.
ERASE AN ERROR AND IT DOES NOT SHOW
ington Senators. One of baseball's fore giving me my. release," Bobo
to choose from. Priced from $875.00.
She is scheduled to arrive at most cylorful characters„ the wellPARIS,
TEN
N.
:anted.
100 Sheets to the Box
at San Jacinto April 21. the anniver- traveled Newsom currently is out
Lester Betsy Ross Spinets
Newsom paused but briefly when
Spousored by V.F.W'
$495,00-Feezle Piano Sales, 323 S. sary of the day Texas acheived its of work"-as he .oes through private
asked why he didn't want to return
7th, Mayfield. Southwestern Ken- independence from Mecico.
paces with the Nats.
to the`Tankees, with whom he left
Advatea Seat Sale at
tuck's largest exclusive piano disThe transfer of tho sPii.o to her
Newsom puts the blame squarely last season and helped pitch to thel
ITT Drug Co.
tributor.
A3c name state results from a request on Weiss. and he
is far from the pennant
by the people of Texas. The transFOR SALE-Cultivator for Model
fer will be an outright gift to
H. or M. Farman. Heavy duty.
Well, Maybe,
NANCY
Texas, but the Lone Star State
By Ernie Buahntiller
Cultivated less than 50 acres, with
must maintain her in "appropriate
hydraulic cylinders and shovels.
condition" and pay all expenses of
and disc hillers-Farmers Tractor
WOULD IT BE ALL RIGHT
WE
establishing her as a monument.
and Implement Company.
Mlle
IF I JUST LET
AT Vera Crag
DON'T PERMIT
The USS Texas first saw service
FOR SALE-Clothes, size 14-401
OUT ONE
NOISE
OR
Elm St.
M10c with the Atlantic- fleet at Vera
TEENY
REASON
ANY
Cruz, Mexico, in 1914. Later, after
WEENY
FOR SALE-Paramount, fully guar- the United States entered World
•safteed.,_ chicks: formely handIA War I, she was transferred to
SHRIEK?
by Elkins Feed Store, but now European waters with the British
handled by L. F. Thurmond Feed Crrand Fleet On her fifth day in
Mill. Some chicks now on hand. that assignment, she fired one shot
Phone 388-J
M13c at a German submarine, missed as

437

FERTILIZER

WE -HAVE FERTILIZER FOR
YOUR TRUCKS TODAY

For Sale

COME AND GET IT WHILE
IT LASTS

Today's Sports Parade

Battleship Texas
On Last Voyage
To Name tate

.ROSS KED COMPANY

WRESTLING

af.

TYPEWRITER PAPER-

•

-.

Millers Falls EZERASE

City Auditorium

LEDGER & TIMES
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NOTICE.-In accordance with Kentucky Statutes. Sections 25.195 and
25200: Notice is hereby given that
a revert of George T. Bradley, incompetent. settlement of accounts PIANOS., New-Starr Spinet with
was on February 23. 1048, filed by bnch $499. used pianos guarant
Gissafge Hart:- cinninittee, and that as low as $135 and up. free delivo
the some has been approved by the cry any where. Harry Edwards
Calloway County Court and order- 808 South 5th
Street. Phone
ed filed to he over for exceptions. 4431, Paducah, Ky.
Ate
Any person desiring to file any exception thereto will do so on or before March 22. 1848, or be forever
barred. Witness my hand this 23rd
day of February, 1948. By Lester
1- Nanny, County Court Clerk Callo- WE SERVICE ALL MA-(ES radios,
way. County, Ky.
W-M1OP washing machines, small appliances. Call 56-Johnson Appliance
• a NOTICE-In accordance with KenA6c
tucky Statutes, Sections 25 195 and Co.. your Frigidaire dealer.
35.200: Notice is hereby given-that ROWLAND
Refrigeration Sera 'report of J. SP Wright, deceased.
satlement of accounts was on Feb- vice. All makes. Money back guarruary 23, 1948, filed by J. M. Vena- antee. 12 years experience. Phone
A7c
e ble. administrator de bonis non, 9934.
•
and that the same has-been approved by the Calloway County Court EXPERT SEWING MACHINE SER,
611616eo rears_experience,
and ordered filed to lie over fnr VILE. 1
eieeptions. Any person desiring to qualifies me to extend to you the
fUrrany exception thereto will do best sewing machine
service
so on or before March 22. 1948, or available. Have your old treadle
be forever barred. Wanes, my
hand this 23rd day of February, converted into a new style cabPrices reasonable.
1948. By Lester Nanny, cuunty inet .electric.
Comet_ Clerk, Calloway County, Satisfaction guaranteed. Telephone
M-W-F c
-}Cy.
W-MlOp I 11204. 708 Main

Services Offered

the U-boat submerged A few secondS, later she ducked a torpedo
red by the German craft.

That

was

gagement

her

with

only

direct

the enemy

en

in

the

war 30 years ago.
-401
In World War II the Texas saw
action in every theater of war.
starting in the summer of 1940
when she took part in the so-called
"neutrality' patrol" in the North
Atlantic.
Fought Off Africa
During 1042 the Texas Convoyed
merchantmen to Europe. Africa'
and Panama. In the North.,Aferican
invasion,

ground

she
troops

was

assiTned

support

to

in

the

ABBIE an' SLATS

Pete Gives Up

By Raeburn Van Burgs

I'M A GONER , 5ONNY- -NY

PETE!
PETE!

LIE6V WOKE,I THINK--APip
HEADED FOR 'TN'
FALLS!

Mahdia-Port Lyautey area, where
she fought for eight days.
Later she took part in bombard-

ments during Atte Invasion .a.Norminify and in the invasion el
Southern France. After the end of
the European war. she moved to
the Pacific in time to take part in
the capture of Iwo Jima and
Okinawa.
figurae
Statisticians
that she
steamed a total of 121.000 miles

PS-

during the

--NOTICE
Come to Hazel, Ky., For Your
FURNITURE
Crosley Electric Range, large size ..
Electric Apartment Size
Electric Hot Water Heaters
General Mills Iron
Steel Ironing Boards .. .
Apex Washer
Plenty of Radios
Bedroom Suites
Plenty of Linoleum Rugs . •
Plenty of 6-foot Linoleum.
Five Burner Quick Meal Oil Stove
Royal Cook Stove, the best
.
New Apex Cylinder Cleaner
Arvin Metal Chrome Dinette Suite

$279.50
$129.90
$4.95
$11.50
$8.95
$147.50
$19.95 up
$98.50 up
$9.95 up
$88.25
$113.85
$69.95
$69.50

of

478

war and spent a total
days-apart from normal-,

cruising-in. operations against the
enemy.

Not everybody in
Galloway county subscribes to The Ledger_
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
LOOK! LOOK!
-WILL PAY THIS WEEK
Heavy Hens#
Leghorn Hens
Co:

30c
16c
I4c
35c

Eggs

aC•or'
0ml 07

.

ie.Me. u. S. Pa. QM

.•••••••

iftstomel-i

•

LI'L ABNER

Pardon My Gun

By Al Capp
l#CT/0MCIW:

I'LL NEVER
STOP UNTIL I'VE
MATTERED EVERY
CHIPPENDALE.
CHAIR ALIVE?!

0Li N
A
r L
.14
I4
ETEC,
"I
CT V?
:fr.SITEPPIDECI°NDIJALE CHAIR
MASSACRE .0:r.r
,
s
ITTT
I:N
i-16...frIADA
CHAM
IR
- Al'_____
A ;1141
** •
),,,fri,143u

AF..:fR
TE --NOTim
v ,
_Am ,Mt
,

1,
o
f
a.acal11W
.
.
Tf.

M IWILL KEEP CALM,YOU
WILL NOT BE HURT.'?

iT'S THOSE CHAIRS
MRNOT YOU.
07-7- SORRY
IF THERVS ANY
INCONVENIENCE!"
I'M GUNNING

s

-

Highest market price for

•

Beef Hides
trices

Subject

to

Change

Without Notice

Riley Furniture & Appliance Company
HAZEL, KENTUCKY

'Boggess Produce Co.
South 13th St.
Phone 441
Residence Phone 1014
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The World of Music

Philharmonis first • pecformance elation, feels that

again will take the role. .The other
-&--43 P. '-- time -see; ale awed_ Sur- th..-_heavy crat-Pans-vettlarbe-.
g lze Jane
The Metropolitan Opera has un- task of composing an opera.
Hobeon, mezzo...soprano: and the
-. veiled u new Italian tenor. Giusep- I The . prize is. f$1,000 in cash to women's choros of Westmtnieter.
pe Di Stefano. who created a mild via individual or team turning.out Choir. Leopold Stokowski wilt eensensation at his debut as the Duke the. best one-act opera iii English duct. The concert Ain be a. benuin Verdes."Rigoletto."
I in which the baritone wins the tkt for the orchestra's pension fund.
.
The debut - Was an unqualified , leading lady.
•—
audience success. It was not only
-The Metropolitan Opera Cornthe claque which made a great up- I With a lapse of 12 years-in be. party's full production of Serge
roar, but it seemed that nearly
t weep. the New York-Philhar- Prokofieffs new opera, "War and
everybody else in the house joined !
moult- Symphony will give its sec- Peace." is being delayed for yet
in what amounted to an. almost
performance of Debussy:3 "La another season. However, it is anlend
continuous ovation. a,.
. , !Daineiselle Elue': at a special.son- nounced that it will be given in
.
n.
Crities agreed "that'Pi Stefanla i eert on moron 20_ Eido say
concert form next season:7hr manhas a remarkable •. voice, fresh. I sang the Biesed Darmazel at the. agement explained that aside
from the problems Of a singable
strong, and lyrical, Howard Taubman in The Times, while contend.translation in English, there is a
ing that he is along way yet from
decided problem as to the dramatic presentation." It added:
• being a ereat artist, commented:
i "Mr. Di Stefamehas a lyric voiee
-The Metropolitan Opera Assoof natural beauty. It is probably
, the purest and freshest Italian
' tenor in the company. Since he is
only 26. he has the powers of youth
and he pours out his tones with
.
'prodigality.Virgil Thompson in:Ww: HeraldTribune thought Di Stefano 'Tr
i vealed the makings of ,a valuable

I

the

Ile shall send notices, of
and Mile reasonable
efforts to collect these promptly.
He shall-pay-out Arndt -osslior-stiluth-authorized by the Student Clauncil. •
,
FISCAL YEAR
Article IX. The fiscal year of
the organization shall begin on the
first day of September and end at
the close of 31st day of the follow•
ing August.
PARLIAMENTARY AUTHORITY
Article X. Roberts Rules 'bf
Orders shall be the Parliamentary
authority of this organization.
,
•
AMENDMENTS
Article Xl. Thew, by-laws may
be amended at any business meeting by a two-thirds vote Of those
voting, provided that the proposed
amendment .has been submitted in
Writing and read at the previous
meeting.

American President in the latter's temporary monies.

bearing the musical content of drawai of the President, the Vicethe' tashiril-beremo--President
Section 3-The Second Vice-President ,shall assume the duties of the
Fleet Vice-President in the latter's
teMporary absence. Upon tile death
(Continued from Fee
or ,withdrawal of the First' Vice
chairmen of standing and of •special President. the Second Vice-Presicommittees, subject to approval of dent shall become the First Vicethe Student Council, and shall serve President,
Section 4-The Secretary shall
on each as a member of ex-officio.
At the annual meeting he shall,pre- keep, in permanent form, an acsenta general report,on the organ- curate record of all meetings of the
ization's activities during the pre- organization and of the Student
ceding year and may :propose a Council: He shall Asolteep the ofplan of action for the ensuing year. ficial roll of all organization memA vacancy in office shall be filled bers. He shall handle the official
by appointment of the President correspondence of the organization.
with approval id Student Council.
Section 5--The Treasurer shall
Section 2 - The First Vice-President shall'assume the duties of the have charge of all organization
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operatici
-DEVILNG OUT—James H. Doolittle, former commanding gen•
ail Of the 8th Air Force, and.Mrs. Doolittle are pictured in -.
_Fritz Reiner. .1011:L..rgi(igned as
Genera-- -_thg= _Pe.glan RoomAitlat'Hotel Plaza, New York.
Pittsburgh
--___YInnlitrIrr was recently • awarded the General William a. 'Symphony Orch
after ten
Mitchell plaque for his "outstanding contribution to military 'years in the poste' wit be heard
aviation progress."
,
!widely through,Jhe country next
season.
He haVeen signed under the
aaeht me gement of S. Hurok and
the Natfonal Concert and Artists
Cor
ation. Plans call for his appeaytlnce with the leading musical
o anizations of the country. Negoiations also are in progress for
him to conduct_ at the Metropolitan
Opera, although it was stated that
no cunract has been signed yet.

a

To Take Advantage Of

Diuguid's
Clearance Sale

The Robert Merrill opera writing contest, which had been scheduled to close on February 29. has
been extended -until next Sept. 30.
The jodging, committee said many
contestants complained nut enough
_

CAREER CALLS - Back to
work—and about time after
a 13-year absence — is 17year-old Patricia Northrop,
signe
by Wainer Bro&
Patriclia made her debut at
the agc of 4 as a pea blossom in "Midsummer Night's
Dream." More recently, she
was graduated from a Los
Angeles high school

or,
VIEW-Ann Curtis. U. S.-switriming star.
dries off after .a practice session in a Beverly Hills, Cal pool.
,Ritreci__of a spat on_
Holder of.,4nany records. she LS 2.111113:4'
the Olymple- team, but she practices regularly just the'same
to make that London trip a certa‘.nty.
;
--

Mrs. George Hart Gives Annual Girl
Scout Commissioner's Report

•
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'Bridges Is Red'

•

$7.95
NEW WKINRLS—Otving
the Easter bonnet new
treatment designer Sally
Victor moulds the brim of
her lemon yellow straw tnto
profile -flattering flange
pleats. Pastel hydrangeas
are clustered at- the base of
the crown for the final feminine touch.

•
the atten:41ste of meetings
- %int Scouts Eligible
.Thera wehe a eery few girls in tha
.
• .ir-Pin
lir I
who- do Mit have a perfect
members of the 'r
troep who are eligible ..ttehdarce. record. Three girls have
.;1:1.101
for the five-year pin. havg en- -! been. prefabt. v:ith the exception of
rolled in 4e-entreat-in the firtt Aaria•-••• 'ZIGiews four years .and are .four
" Orrenized here in 1943 and eon.; menths ,at the fifth year.
tinued through the Intermediate
These Seniors' are - democratic
troops to Senior Scouts this year They elect representatives to meet
Plans are being_ made to award ;With leaders to decide the program
t
these pins this erring.
they will have. Lately three girls
There ar_e 32 members of this TWere named to meet with their troop has one kit almost finished
troop. In 1943 there' was Ito Girl ;leader to plan the spring months' and seven otheis in .the making.
Scouting in Idurrts,y with the ex- I activity. They needed troop money These troops. three of them, are
. reptian of the 12 sae, started in, the I and wanted to earn it while they meeting in the children's homes
tad fun. The committee. brought
Intermediate class
and doing the work themselves.
Three o fthis troop .haee earned I back several plans, but the one that They cut, sew, mend, wash, iron,
-the Curved Bar.. Therrlare three., eras adopted was a patty once per ask their neighbors for good cloth. who are First Class Scouts and 12 i month that was to include the Boy ing in order to speed the delivery
Second Clair Scouts The success"i Scouts - i,nd be a Square • Dance of these clothes to the foreign
of this troop is attributed to,fro. I party. Each person pays admit- countries who have children that
things: Ili They- have had good tance. thereby raising Junils and need warrn attire.
leaders-leaders who .were trained, having a good time too. Between
,One , of the older intermediate AGNES samoEs, former wife of
_end understood- girls: and 2t' they parties, this troop is working, on troops has had the sante leader. Harry Bridges. CIO LongshoreIt
had
Senior
Service
program.
the
had the decking and supix,raj of
Mrs. Lewis Drake. all the time men leader, testifies at Washing• done community work when the which
•" 'hood troop coMmittees:makes for the unbroken in- ton state un-American activities
presented
itself..
It
One mother volunteered' is prol'opportinsity•
terest, in Scout
This meeting in Seattle deseriblng her
the leed in the cityeivide canngram consultant ind aided ette.bead.
troop is the one that is leadirig in ex-husband as a Communist
ers, in group badge work and bore. felign ofralamg Poppies and fo,rget- the making of the Friendship Kits, party member. (International)
for the veteransa_hoteital.
ed
is attend in troop bedgework.
with the cookie and
geoups 6f girls with
worRing It .19
All the Intermediate Scouts have
•
ceiendar
sale;
sent
two
members
•
a on special, projects.
1,
enjoyed hikes, had Halloween and
,oe. wisd the leader to a Senior planning . Christmas
-The troop' curnmitt
parties, hive passed sevrangements for the
eet meeting at Lexmgton. AY... spread I eral merit badges. will. contribute
meet_ Christmas cheer by catching; dec. to the
in differert h
Juliette Low Fund in Feborates! out .calarn for their holiday
.rusty, sold
ing sorrubeintgole.forget-me-nots for the
k, the use arid that of the younger Scouts.
.
ierved the i.rls- who -ca
veterans' hospital, sold calendars
it
is
-1
:T.'snnil
a-Valentine
party
.t
t
kugey,,
from,
.meetings
I and cookies, took part in the dedi,,
school
on Boy Scouts .cation of the
'Ilk funny what a bite I eat does to include Boy Scouts
Girl Scout cabin ip
,
a _ _voin i
'
auung a --..; Oetober. end one of' the youngest-1'
.-_artip for the summer.
!intermediates. Fidelia Austin, led
• The Seniors have completed a the whole Murray Girl Scout organthree -weeks' ballroom, dancing. azatien in selling Girl Scout eatenclass with Boy Scouts. They will dars, she selling 33 calendars. This
peck several International Friend- girl came from a Brownie troop
el,ip Kits,. and will take the lead who had had the same leader, Mrs.'
in a .stYle.show . VArl Scout Birth- L. M. '0i:erbey, all time in her,
day in March w
n they and other Brownie training. This Scout not
troops will short the kits they have only led the whole Scout organizaready forairailing. tion but aided her troop in being
They will contribute to the Jub- the winning troop -lir-Me calendar
Illiartin, Tennessee
Low-Fend; wilesendtwO mem- sale- The troop sold 125 calendars
e44e Lo
Plan- The leader is Miss Judy Allbritten.
leers 'to tho. next Kentucky.
pe3!pg41geg will.take ..Part
ssr
-e" do trot* compina during Dee Camp in the Birthday program arid demCi b"
- this summer, and will attend estab- onstrate the tntermediate Friend::shed camp at . Bear Creek in the ship Kits they have ready to mail.
Thcy have done some troop camp-Jrnmer.
Proudly Presents
•
'One member of this trriop attend- ing and are planning a fuller pro- ed the National Scout Convention gram of troop camping this spring
CHAIRMAN of the CIO Maritime
Long Beach. Calif.. with her d summer. A leader of the Interriteediale troop
s Committee,Joseph Cut-ran is shown
mother, in October
; She paid her
wrote this on her report this week: as he testified on the European Reown expenees.'
"Setrihts has been fail "I don't know when I've done any- covery Program before the Senate
thing that has been so interesting or Foreign Relations Committee In
'
- ---rirpitation to other Scouts.
that t have enjoyed more. It's good , Washington. He urged Congress to
17w -older littertredlefell get
to lissoriate with a young group of kill the provision which authorizes
Kitt are• mak- people tiiirli-oettainly 'keeps one the transfer of 500 U. S. merchant
'Fli*D"hiP
Th.,ow,
Intermediates
Wessels to foreign registry under the
.
ing progress in the preparation of from thinking qf herself•itretI aid program.
(International)
ICONTINUED TOMORROVir
International Frisndship kits. On,
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Put it in the bedroom OR the
it's handliving room .
some enough to go anywhere
ith its loose cushion, deep
pleated flounce, and lovely
floral designs. And the workmanship is really exceptional.

FIVE PIECE DINETTE SUITES
Have been reduced down to $24.50
NOW for the LAST TWO DAYS OF SALE
— -- ONLY —
•
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This is your opportunity to get those pieces of furniture
you have been waiting for

THE

STRATA CLUB

f

$

•

JACK STAULCUP
And His Orchestra

4
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THURSDAY NIGHT - f"'
March 11
;

COME IN TODAY
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